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Abstract
I examined the impact of an explicit opt-out option on eyewitness identification performance. I
predicted that an opt-out option would decrease innocent-suspect identifications more than
culprit identifications, and that this effect would be more pronounced when viewing conditions
were worse. I randomly assigned participants (N = 2003) to watch either a clear or degraded
simulated-crime video. After a brief filler task, participants viewed either a culprit-present or
culprit-absent showup and responded either “Yes” or “No”. Half of the participants were
randomly assigned to have an additional option to respond, “Not Sure”. Contrary to my
prediction, the not-sure option decreased both culprit (44% to 36%) and innocent-suspect (19%
to 14%) identifications; this effect was unaffected by viewing condition quality. Despite
empirical evidence and theoretical rationale indicating an opt-out option would improve the
culprit and innocent-suspect identification tradeoff, the present results suggest otherwise.
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Does Encouraging Strategic Regulation of Memory Improve Eyewitness Decision-Making When
Memory is Weak?: Examining The Utility of a ‘Not-Sure’ Option with Showups
On a July evening in 1984, a man broke into the apartment of a then 22-year-old college
student, Jennifer Thompson. He severed her phone lines, rifled through her belongings, and
raped her at knifepoint. During the brutal attack, Jennifer tried to commit every detail of her
assailant to memory. She understood that the more features she could remember, the more likely
he was to be caught and punished for what he had done. When the police brought her in to
identify her attacker, she studied a photo-array of six black men for several minutes. She
eventually picked out two photos and spent some time deciding between them. Jennifer finally
picked out a 22-year-old man by the name of Ronald Cotton. “I think this is the guy”, Jennifer
claimed. After some prompting from the officers, she confirmed that she was certain about her
decision. She asked the detectives “Did I do OK?” and they answered, “You did great, Ms.
Thompson.” (Garrett, 2011).
One week later the police brought Jennifer back into the station and showed her a live
lineup. Cotton was the only member of this lineup who was also present in the photographic
lineup presented to Jennifer a week prior. She again spent several minutes wavering between
Cotton and another lineup member. Eventually, she identified Cotton for a second time. After
repeating the lineup procedure once more, she claimed that Cotton “looks the most like [the
attacker]”, (State v. Cotton, 1987). The detectives responded, “We thought that might be the guy.
It’s the same person you picked from the photos.” At that point, she felt completely confident
that she had identified the correct man. For Jennifer, it was a huge relief to have succeeded in
catching who she thought was responsible. Her immediate ordeal, if not the lingering effects of
the traumatic incident, was over (Frontline, 1997).
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Ronald Cotton was put on trial and convicted of rape and burglary in January 1985. He
received a sentence of life in prison plus 54 years. At the trial, the jury saw Jennifer point out –
with absolute certainty – Cotton as the man who had viciously raped her. After many years
behind bars, Ronald Cotton was exonerated by DNA evidence. DNA linked the crime to another
man named Bobby Poole, who had been boasting about it from prison. Cotton was cleared of all
charges and released on June 30, 1995.
The wrongful conviction of Ronald Cotton is one of many miscarriages of justice that can
be attributed to mistaken eyewitness identification. Mistaken eyewitness identification has
played a role in more than 70% of DNA-based exonerations in the United States (Innocence
Project, 2017). By the time Jennifer reached the witness stand, she was absolutely certain that
Ronald Cotton was the man who raped her. But, on the initial lineup procedure, she was not at all
certain that Ronald Cotton was the man who raped her. Indeed, she spent several minutes
wavering between Cotton and another innocent lineup member. That is not the behaviour of a
confident eyewitness. Indeed, Jennifer was not at all sure that Cotton was the culprit as is evident
from her statement, “I think this is the guy.” What if, on the initial photographic lineup, Jennifer,
who had the best intentions but lacked initial confidence in her decision, had been given an
option to respond, “I’m not sure”? If Jennifer were able to express her uncertainty by opting out
of making a definitive judgment, perhaps Ronald Cotton would never have been convicted.
Maybe he would not have spent over 10 years in prison for a crime he did not commit.
The applied potential for an explicit option to withhold an identification can be illustrated
through cases like this and other similar cases in which the witness lacked initial confidence in
his or her decision (eg., Bain v. State, 2007; State v. Booker, 1985). My proposed thesis aimed to
test whether the inclusion of an explicit ‘not-sure’ option for an eyewitness showup identification
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procedure (a one-person lineup) decreases innocent-suspect identifications to a greater extent
than culprit identifications. I crossed the explicit not-sure option with the presence or absence of
the culprit and with the quality of viewing conditions (a proxy for memory strength). As I will
explain below, there are theoretical reasons to expect that a not-sure option will prove most
important when participants are given a poor view of the culprit. Before explaining the
theoretical rationale behind my experiment, I will discuss the roles of relevant system and
estimator variables in the study of eyewitness identification performance (Wells, 1978). Then I
will describe a previous experiment that utilized an explicit option to withhold identification
decisions. Finally, I will outline the features of my thesis including the hypotheses, methodology,
results, and discussion.
Eyewitness Identification Procedures
When an investigation leads law-enforcement personnel to suspect that a particular
individual perpetrated the crime, they will often place this suspect in a lineup identification
procedure. A lineup is a procedure in which the suspect is embedded amongst some number of
known-innocent persons commonly referred to as fillers. Importantly, law-enforcement
personnel do not know whether the suspect is guilty or innocent. If law-enforcement personnel
knew the guilt status of the suspect, there would be no need for a lineup procedure. Indeed,
despite potential misconceptions amongst lay audiences, the objective of a lineup procedure is
not to test the ability of the eyewitness to identify the culprit from the lineup. Instead, a lineup
procedure aims to test law enforcement’s hypothesis that the suspect is the culprit (Charman &
Wells, 2007). Sometimes the suspect in a lineup is the culprit, but other times the suspect is an
innocent person and how the witness responds to the lineup procedure informs law enforcement
on the probability that the suspect is guilty. Law enforcement are using the witness’ memory as a
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tool to make an inference about the probability of the suspect’s guilt. The lineup model is
depicted in Table 1 (this is a revised version of the model depicted in Wells, 1993).
Table 1
Possible Outcomes from an Eyewitness Lineup Procedure
Witness Decision
Lineup Status

ID Suspect

ID Filler

Rejection

Culprit Present

Correct ID

Known False ID

False Rejection

Culprit Absent

Dangerous False ID

Known False ID

Correct Rejection

Note. In signal detection terms correct IDs are referred to as hits, false rejections are referred to
as misses, and false identifications (of either a suspect or a filler) are referred to as false alarms.
Law enforcement are looking to see if the eyewitness will identify the suspect from the
lineup. There are two possible lineup statuses when a witness is presented with a lineup: the
culprit is present in the lineup or the culprit is not present in the lineup (in which case the suspect
is innocent). Regardless of whether or not the culprit is present, there are three possible
outcomes: the witness could identify the suspect (a correct identification in the culprit-present
case, or a dangerous false identification in the culprit-absent case), the witness could identify an
innocent filler (a known false identification in both cases), or the witness could reject the lineup
(an incorrect rejection in the culprit-present case, or a correct rejection in the culprit-absent case).
It is important to distinguish between the two types of false identifications that can occur
in a lineup: the false identification of an innocent suspect and the false identification of knowninnocent filler. On the one hand, the false identification of an innocent suspect is considered
dangerous because law enforcement personnel do not know that this witness has made an error.
In fact, they think that the suspect is guilty and that is why they have placed him or her in a
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lineup. The false identification provides support for the hypothesis that the suspect is guilty,
which could eventually lead to a false conviction. On the other hand, a known-innocent filler
identification is not considered dangerous because law enforcement know that the witness has
made an error. It is still an incorrect identification, but it is not regarded as dangerous in an
applied manner. In fact, the purpose of including fillers in a lineup is to create the possibility for
a known error – a response that law enforcement personnel can classify as an error without
uncertainty. The problem with filler picks is not that they lead to the arrest and potential
conviction of innocent persons, but rather that they destroy the witnesses’ credibility. Indeed, a
witness who picks a filler out of a lineup has impeached herself and would likely not be of
further use to law enforcement should the investigation continue.
What is interesting is that each eyewitness behaviour is informative to a police
investigation. Because suspect identifications are more common when the suspect is guilty than
when the suspect is innocent, suspect identifications increase the probability that the suspect is
the culprit (Wells, Yang, & Smalarz, 2015). To the contrary, because filler identifications and
rejections are more likely when the suspect is innocent than when the suspect is guilty, these
witness behaviors decrease the probability that the suspect is the culprit (Wells et al., 2015). This
brings me back to the central purpose of surrounding a suspect with known-innocent fillers.
Known-innocent fillers serve to protect innocent suspects from mistaken identification. Indeed,
when the suspect is innocent, the majority of false-positive identifications do not land on the
innocent suspect, but rather are “siphoned” off by known-innocent fillers. In the absence of
known-innocent fillers (i.e., when law enforcement use a showup), suspects are at much greater
risk of mistaken identification (e.g., Smith, Wells, Lindsay, & Penrod, 2017; Smith, Wells,
Smalarz, & Lampinen, 2018).
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Another commonly used identification procedure is the showup procedure. An
eyewitness showup is essentially a one-person lineup in which only a lone suspect (and no
fillers) is presented to the eyewitness for an identification attempt. As with a lineup, the suspect
in a showup could be guilty or innocent. When the suspect is guilty, the witness could correctly
identify the culprit (a hit) or could mistakenly reject the showup (a miss). When the suspect is
innocent, the witness could correctly reject the innocent suspect or could mistakenly identify the
innocent suspect (false alarm). There are no known-innocent fillers to protect against a false
identification in a showup. Table 2 displays the four possible outcomes.
Table 2
Possible Outcomes from an Eyewitness Showup Procedure
Witness Decision
Showup Status

ID Suspect

Rejection

Culprit Present

Correct ID

False Rejection

Culprit Absent

False ID

Correct Rejection

Note. In signal detection terms correct IDs are referred to as hits, false rejections are referred to
as misses, and false identifications are referred to as false alarms.
Showups are one of the most common identification procedures, with past estimates of
their use ranging from 30% to 77% of all identification procedures (Gonzalez, Ellsworth, &
Pembroke, 1993; McQuiston & Malpass, 2001). Showups offer some advantages and
disadvantages when compared to lineups. I have already alluded to one potential disadvantage–
without the presence of known-innocent fillers, a potentially innocent suspect is not offered any
protection from a witness with a weak memory who decides to pick someone from the
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procedure. Because there are no fillers to siphon off false picks, all false identifications fall on
the suspect, inevitably leading to more innocent-suspect identifications.
There is one primary advantage to a showup that becomes apparent when taking into
consideration the feasibility of lineups in a real case. When law enforcement can locate someone
fitting the general description of the culprit near the scene of the crime (in terms of both time and
distance), that is not considered probable cause for an arrest, but it is cause for a brief
investigative detention (Smith et al., 2014). Such detentions do not offer law enforcement
sufficient time to construct a lineup, but they can use showups to avoid letting a potentially
dangerous suspect go. So, showups fill an important gap in the investigative process: they have
the potential to lead to the swift arrest of the guilty and to quickly exculpate the innocent. Note
that I will examine performance from showup procedures in the present thesis. However,
because most eyewitness identification research focuses on lineups, I will focus primarily on
lineups for my literature review.
Eyewitness Confidence
In addition to asking witnesses to make an identification decision, law enforcement also
asks them to qualify that decision with a confidence statement. This is a part of the complete
identification procedure, and it applies to both lineups and showups (Wells et al., forthcoming).
What is the purpose of collecting a confidence statement? Confidence can be a potential marker
of the accuracy of an identification decision and can be used to help law enforcement distinguish
between accurate and inaccurate suspect identifications.
Historically, many concluded that confidence is, in fact, an unreliable predictor of
eyewitness accuracy (Kassin, Ellsworth, & Smith, 1989; Luus & Wells, 1994; Wells, Ferguson,
& Lindsay, 1981). This notion came about partly because it was discovered that confidence
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could be easily influenced by external factors. Some of these external factors are beyond the
control of law enforcement (e.g., individual differences); however, some external factors
influencing a witness' confidence are under the direct control of law enforcement. For example,
the lineup administrator might provide confirmatory feedback to the witness after she has
identified the suspect, which tends to result in an increase in confidence (Wells & Seelau, 1995).
Consequently, confidence is malleable, as information confirming the witnesses’ belief is likely
to produce an increase in confidence that may be unrelated to accuracy (Smalarz & Wells, 2013).
That is not to say that confidence and accuracy are always wholly unrelated. In fact, it is
now widely believed that under at least some conditions, confidence is strongly associated with
accuracy. A watershed paper by Wixted and Wells (2017) went so far as to argue that when
lineups are conducted under what they refer to as “pristine conditions”, the confidence-accuracy
relationship will be strong and high-confidence identifications will imply high accuracy. The
pristine conditions outlined by Wixted and Wells (2017) are as follows: include only one suspect
per lineup, the suspect should not stand out in the lineup, caution that the culprit may or may not
be present, use double-blind administration, and collect a confidence statement immediately after
the identification. Wixted and Wells (2017) argued that when conditions are pristine, high
confidence implies high accuracy and low confidence implies low accuracy; however, if
conditions are not pristine, all levels of confidence are associated with low levels of accuracy.
It also seems that the strength of the relationship between confidence and accuracy is
limited to eyewitnesses who make an affirmative identification. In a meta-analysis of the
confidence-accuracy relation for eyewitnesses, Sporer, Penrod, Read, and Cutler (1995)
concluded that choosing moderated the relationship. When only including those witnesses who
made an identification, the correlation between confidence and accuracy was r = .41. In other
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words, witnesses who correctly identified the target tended to be more confident than witnesses
who identified an innocent person. For non-choosers (those who rejected the lineup), however,
the confidence-accuracy correlation was a much more modest r = .12. Confidence bore little
relation to the accuracy of eyewitness rejections.
One important note of relevance to my experiment– Smalarz and Wells (2013) point out
an important methodological confound in the research on the relationship of confidence and
accuracy for non-choosers. They note that non-choosers are comprised of two sub-types of
witnesses, those who reject the lineup because they do not believe the culprit is not present and
those who are uncertain either way. Failing to have a mechanism to remove these uncertain
witnesses may be obfuscating what might otherwise be a strong relationship between confidence
and accuracy for non-choosers. If these two sub-types were parsed out, a stronger association
between confidence and accuracy might appear for witnesses who reject the lineup because they
do not believe the culprit is present. To this end, an explicit not-sure option for eyewitnesses
would provide researchers and law enforcement alike with more direct information about what
type of non-choosing eyewitness they are dealing with. Moreover, confidence would potentially
have more utility in discriminating between correct and incorrect rejection decisions.
Variables Affecting Eyewitness Identification Performance
Keeping in mind the matrix of possible identification outcomes, it is important to
consider how factors such as viewing conditions at the time of the crime and the response
options available to witnesses during the procedure affect the quality of identification
performance. Some 40 years ago, Wells (1978) sought to increase the impact of eyewitness
identification research by distinguishing between two categories of eyewitness variables: system
variables and estimator variables. System variables are those that are under the control of the
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criminal justice system. Wells (1798) identified four broad types of system variables: The
method of presentation, the instructions that the eyewitness is given during the procedure, the
content of the lineup itself, and behavioural influence of the lineup administrator, including how
and when confidence is measured (Wells & Olson, 2003). For example, law enforcement has
control over how the identification procedure is explained to the witness. They could choose to
inform the witness that the culprit may-or-may-not be present in the lineup, and/or let them know
that they have the option to opt out of making an identification decision altogether.
To the contrary, estimator variables are those variables that are not under the control of
the criminal justice system. Although law enforcement cannot control these variables, the effects
of these variables can be estimated, hence the name, ‘estimator variable’. And, like system
variables, estimator variables have an appreciable impact on the quality of identification
performance (Lindsay & Wells, 1985). Wells (1978) divided estimator variables into three
categories: characteristics of the criminal event, characteristics of the defendant, and
characteristics of the witness. Factors such as quality of viewing conditions and exposure
duration fall under the category of characteristics of the criminal event.
Wells’ (1978) distinction between system and estimator variables has had a long-lasting
impact on the field of eyewitness science and it continues to guide research to this day. This
distinction has also given rise to several significant advances in the reduction of false
identifications, which is critical because they can lead to the wrongful conviction of innocent
persons, and have dire consequences for the integrity of the criminal justice system and society
in general (Wells et al., 1998). One damaging aspect of false identification is that not only does it
potentially ruin the life of an innocent person, but it also allows the guilty party to go free,
without atoning for the crime, and to possibly commit more crimes in the future. With the goal of
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reducing false identifications in mind, my thesis examined an interaction between a system and
estimator variable. Namely, the response options available to the witness and viewing conditions,
which I will review in the following sections.
Viewing Condition Variables
The effects of race, crime seriousness, and witness age are a few of the estimator
variables that have been researched historically (Kassin, 1984; Meissner & Brigham, 2001;
Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1998). However, because my experiment focuses on quality of viewing
conditions, I focus solely on variables that fall within this category. I will review the relevant
research on exposure duration and distance and describe how manipulations of viewing
conditions generally lead to a decrease in correct identifications and an increase in false
identifications.
Exposure duration. Exposure duration, or time spent viewing an event, is considered an
estimator variable because it occurs outside of the control of the criminal justice system.
Although the effects of exposure duration on facial recognition in the general memory literature
have been well-documented (Bornstein, Deffenbacher, Penrod, & McGorty, 2012; Shapiro &
Penrod, 1986), a review of the eyewitness literature reveals a strikingly limited number of studies
that explicitly manipulated the amount of time the witness was exposed to the culprit’s face.
Nevertheless, a small number of researchers have experimentally manipulated exposure duration,
theorizing that less exposure to a criminal event should decrease eyewitness accuracy (Memon,
Hope, & Bull, 2003; Read, 1995).
Memon et al. (2003) examined the effect of exposure duration (12s versus 45s) for a
video of a simulated robbery on eyewitness accuracy. They collected lineup identifications from
84 young-adult participants (aged 17-24) and 80 older-adult participants (aged 59-81) 40 minutes
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after viewing the event. They found an interaction between exposure duration and suspect
identifications– shorter exposures decreased culprit identifications and increased innocentsuspect identifications. Thus, the idea that a shorter exposure duration during the witnessing of a
crime would lead to a worse identification outcome was supported.
Viewing distance. How is eyewitness accuracy affected by the distance from which the
witness observed the crime? Knowledge about the human visual and perceptual system implies
that faces viewed at a distance would be associated with compromised recognition memory. This
is because as distance increases, the quality and quantity of information available to an observer
decreases (Loftus & Harley, 2005). Phenomenologically, as distance increases, facial
information becomes increasingly “blurred”. As faces become increasingly “blurred”, there
would be less information available to an eyewitness, which means that from the outset, the
eyewitness would likely develop a weaker mental representation of the culprit. To the extent that
an eyewitness develops a weaker mental representation for the culprit at encoding, one would
expect this eyewitness to have a weaker memory for the culprit during a later identification
procedure. Hence, intuition suggests that the accuracy of eyewitness identifications should be
inversely related to viewing distance.
In one of the few eyewitness studies directly examining the effect of viewing distance on
accuracy, Lampinen, Erickson, Moore, and Hittson (2014) showed 185 undergraduate
participants eight target individuals at one of eight viewing distances. They viewed the targets
live for 10s each, during daylight, on the sidewalk of a college campus. The participants then
viewed 16 photographs presented in a random order, eight of which depicted one of the target
individuals and the other eight depicting innocent persons. Consistent with the impact of shorter
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exposure durations, Lampinen et al. (2014) found that increasing encoding distance also led to a
reduction in hits and an increase in false alarms.
Both of the studies reviewed showed the same pattern of results. In fact, although there
are a limited number of experiments dedicated to manipulating viewing conditions in the
eyewitness context, they show similar patterns– that when memory strength is decreased through
manipulation of viewing condition quality, there is both a reduction in culprit identifications and
an increase in false identifications (Smith, Wilford, Quigley-McBride, & Wells, 2019). The
present experiment also contains a viewing condition manipulation. Therefore, I expected to
observe a reduction in hits and an increase in false alarms for the group of participants that
received a relatively worse view of the culprit. My thesis also manipulated the response options
given to the witness. In the following section I will explore how the idea of manipulating the
available response options followed, in part, from some research on eyewitness instructions.
Instruction effects
One of the most important ways law enforcement can influence the accuracy of
identification performance is how the procedure is explained to the witness, i.e., the instructions
given to them. Instructions can be used to help guide the witness into making appropriate
decisions and understanding the implications of a wrong one. For example, law enforcement can
inform the witness that the culprit may not actually be present in the lineup. This instruction is
intended to reduce false identifications by curtailing the common preconception that the purpose
of an identification procedure is to pick the culprit from amongst the fillers (Wells et al., 1998).
In the following section, I will review some of the instructions that have been developed to
improve identification outcomes, and how the inclusion of a not-sure response option extends
these ideas.
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May-or-may-not instruction. Witnesses often make the assumption that if they are
being brought in to view a lineup, then the culprit must be present (Memon, Gabbert & Hope,
2013). However, the base rate of culprit presence in the real world is likely quite low (around
30%, see Wixted et al., 2015), so this mistaken notion is likely to lead to a high rate of false
identifications. Thus, there is a need to disabuse witnesses of this dangerous misconception, such
as an instruction that takes a neutral position towards the presence of the culprit. Instructions that
fall within that category are deemed unbiased instructions. Instructions that bias the witness
towards making an identification – or provided no information about the presence of the culprit
at all – are deemed biased instructions (Clark, 2005; Wells et al., forthcoming). The most
prevalent unbiased instruction that is used currently is telling the witness that the culprit may-ormay-not be present in the identification procedure (Clark, 2005).
Comparisons between identification procedures with unbiased compared to biased
instructions have revealed both positive and negative outcomes. Two meta-analyses on
instruction effects concluded that unbiased instructions tend to lead to a decrease in both culprit
and innocent-suspect identifications (Clark, 2005; Steblay, 1997). Whereas a decrease in
innocent-suspect identifications in certainly a desired outcome, a decrease in culprit
identifications is not. Providing witnesses with the instruction that the culprit may-or-may-not be
present affects their willingness to make a positive identification. Despite mixed results,
informing the witness that the culprit may-or-may-not be present in the lineup has become
commonplace in research on eyewitness identification performance as well as in the field
(Wogalter, Malpass, & McQuiston, 2004).
Additional-opportunities instruction. Smith, Wells, Lindsay, and Myerson (2018)
reasoned that many innocent-suspect identifications result from witnesses being concerned that
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this is their one and only opportunity to make an identification and wanting to avoid missing that
opportunity. Accordingly, they developed a simple instruction intended to disabuse witnesses of
this misconception. They told half of their participants that if they did not think that the culprit
was present in the showup procedure, they would have an additional opportunity to view another
suspect later. The rationale behind the additional-opportunities instruction is that more witnesses
encountering innocent suspects will have a weak match-to-memory experience compared to
witnesses encountering guilty suspects. Witnesses with strong memory experiences are not likely
to be influenced by scarcity concerns because they simply see a good match and make an
identification. But, witnesses with weak memory experiences are especially prone to making
identifications due to scarcity concerns. Thus, more innocent-suspect identifications (compared
to guilty suspect identifications) might be caused by these scarcity concerns and if so, disabusing
witnesses of the idea that his is their only opportunity to make an identification might reduce
innocent-suspect identifications more than guilty suspect identifications. As predicted, the
additional-opportunities instruction decreased the innocent-suspect identifications to a greater
extent than culprit identifications (Smith et al., 2018), and this same pattern of results was
replicated by Eisen, Smith, Olaguez, and Skerritt-Perta, (2017).
Opt-out option. In theory, the standard admonition informing the witness that the culprit
may-or-may-not be present in the lineup can help increase the saliency of the potential response
options a witness has available to them. After hearing the admonition, the witness should be
aware that she can choose to make an identification if she believes the culprit is present, or that
she is free to reject the lineup if she does not believe the culprit is present. But what about the
subset of witnesses who may not be sure one way or the other? If witnesses who do not have
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enough memory information to make a definitive judgment are forced to make one, those
witnesses are relatively likely to be incorrect (Brewer & Wells, 2006).
The standard admonition does not seem to be effective at alerting the witness to a
possible third option – answering “I’m not sure” or “I don’t know”. Indeed, without being
provided an explicit option to “opt out” of making a decision, few participants seem to do so
(Warnick & Sanders, 1980; Weber & Perfect, 2012), and many eyewitness experiments do not
give participants any ability to “opt out” from making a definitive decision despite providing
them with the standard admonition. However, when provided with the option to withhold a
decision, a substantial minority of participants responded, “I don’t know” (approximately 19%,
Weber & Perfect, 2012). These results suggest that in the absence of an explicit opt-out option,
participants who might be having trouble making an identification decision are being forced to
do so. More importantly, in the real world, witnesses are often not given an explicit opt-out
option. Of course, they can opt out in theory, but if they are not explicitly told by law
enforcement that “I’m not sure” is a valid response, then their likelihood of spontaneously opting
out is extremely low.
The idea that providing an explicit opt-out option would improve eyewitness
identification performance stemmed from research demonstrating that superior accuracy of
recalled items can be achieved by emphasizing the strategic regulation and monitoring of
memory (e.g., Higham, 2007; Kelley & Sahakyan, 2003; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). These
experiments demonstrated that permitting participants to withhold information – via the use of an
opt-out option – increased the accuracy of information these participants provided. According to
Koriat and Goldsmith (1996), the ability to withhold information or opt out can enhance
accuracy to the extent that (a) witnesses wish to make accurate decisions, and (b) witnesses can
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effectively monitor the strength of their memories. Presumably all witnesses want to make
correct decisions and there is an established confidence-accuracy association (Brewer & Wells,
2006), which suggests that witnesses can accurately monitor their memories. Weber and Perfect
(2012) took inspiration from the research on memory monitoring and conducted one of the only
experiments to date studying the effectiveness of an opt-out option for an eyewitness
identification task, revealing some promising results.
Weber and Perfect (2012) tested the effect of a “don’t-know” option for a showup after
either a three-minute delay or after a three-week delay. The experiment was conducted in-lab,
where participants viewed a staged attempted car theft on a computer. After viewing the video,
they saw a photograph of either the person from the video, displayed from the shoulders up, or a
similar-looking innocent replacement, also displayed from the shoulders up. The authors
expected that participants in the delayed showup condition would use the “don’t-know” option
more frequently than the immediate condition. Research suggests that a delay in retrieval has a
detrimental effect on memory quality (Shapiro & Penrod, 1986), thus they expected that
participants who experienced a delay would be sensitive to how this delay impacted their
memory for the culprit and would therefore be more likely to opt out from making a definitive
decision. Surprisingly, the propensity to use the don’t-know option did not differ as a function of
delay length (immediate delay: 20% versus short delay: 19%); however, providing participants
with a don’t-know option decreased innocent-suspect identifications (from 27% to 13%) but had
virtually no effect on culprit identification (37% vs. 36%). This effect is promising as it suggests
that an opt-out option can improve the tradeoff between culprit and innocent-suspect
identifications. The primary goal of the current thesis was to further evaluate the efficacy of
providing witnesses with an option to opt out from making a definitive identification decision.
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Moreover, I also examined whether the propensity to opt out from making an affirmative
identification decision was more prevalent when witnesses are given a poor view of the culprit
compared to when witnesses are given a clear view of the culprit.
Theoretical Rationale
Before elaborating on the rationale behind my proposed thesis, a short introduction to
Signal Detection Theory and explanations of two related phenomena called the strength-based
mirror effect (Glanzer & Adams, 1985) and present-absent criteria discrepancy (Smith et al.,
2018) are warranted. Furthermore, an understanding of these concepts will help justify my
prediction that the not-sure option would be most useful for witnesses who encounter a targetabsent showup, compared to those who encounter a target-present showup.
Signal Detection Assumptions
Signal Detection Theory (SDT) provides a framework to describe decisions made under
uncertain circumstances (Wickens, 2010). In a typical signal detection memory experiment,
participants study a series of stimuli. They are then presented with a large number of randomly
ordered target-present (signal) trials and target-absent (noise) trials and attempt to respond ‘old’
to studied stimuli (targets) and ‘new’ to non-studied stimuli (noise). Participants are trying to
discriminate between the presence and absence of signal in a noisy environment. The problem
with noise is that it can make it difficult to detect signal when present (leading to false negatives
or misses) and it can masquerade as signal when there is no signal to detect (leading to false
positives or false alarms). Because environments are noisy, memory performance will typically
be less than perfect.
Beyond providing a conceptual explanation for why persons sometimes fail to recognize
previously-seen items or falsely recognize non-studied items, Signal Detection Theory is also
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useful in that it provides measures of discriminability that are independent of response bias
(Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). Discriminability refers to the ability of a decision-maker to
distinguish between previously-seen and non-studied items and is commonly measured using
either the area under the Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve or its theoretical stand-in,
the discriminability index (d). Independent of discriminability is the decision-maker’s decision
criterion, which refers to the amount of evidence the decision-maker requires to make an
affirmative response (i.e., to classify a studied item as studied). Whereas the decision criterion is
a latent construct, researchers typically make inferences about decision criteria on the basis of a
decision-maker’s response bias, which is simply her tendency to favour an affirmative response
(e.g., studied) over a negative response (e.g., not studied). In the eyewitness literature,
researchers most commonly use c as their measure of response bias, with negative values
indicating a bias towards an affirmative response and positive values indicating a bias towards a
negative response. Panel A of Figure 1 displays the signal and noise distributions and decision
criterion that conform to the traditional equal-variance signal detection model.
Panel A of Figure 1 has two probability distributions. The black distribution represents
the possible match-to-memory values for witnesses who encounter a culprit-present procedure,
and the grey distribution represents the possible match-to-memory values for witnesses who
encounter a culprit-absent procedure. The black curve exceeds the grey curve because the culprit,
on average, provides a greater match-to-memory than does the innocent suspect. Match-tomemory for the culprit (black distribution) and match-to-memory for innocent persons (grey
distribution) are represented as distributions because they reflect the fact that there is variation in
match-to-memory from witness to witness. Discriminability is represented by the degree of
overlap between the two distributions. Panel A has a stationary decision criterion that does not
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vary as a function of culprit (or target) presence, as is customary in almost all signal detection
models.
Classic Signal Detection Theory assumes that criterion placement is a noise-free and
stationary process. When applied to inanimate decision-makers, such as in a machine-learning
context, this assumption is likely a safe bet. But, in the context of basic recognition research,
there is evidence that where a participant places his or her decision criterion might vary from
trial-to-trial (Benjamin, Diaz, & Wee, 2009). Moreover, in the context of eyewitness
identification experiments, there is little debate that there must be variability in criterion
placement. Indeed, in this context each witness makes only a single decision and researchers
estimate decision criterion for each between-participant condition by averaging across the
participants in that condition. Because different participants will require different amounts of
evidence to make an affirmative identification, there must be variability around the decision
criterion in the context of eyewitness identification (Smith et al., 2017). Hence, it would
probably be more accurate to think of decision criteria not as a line as it is depicted in Figure 1A,
but as a distribution, similar to how the match-to-memory distributions are conceptualized.
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Figure 1. The figure compares the traditional SDT model (Panel A) to the model described by
Smith et. al., (2018) (Panel B). Panel A has a stationary decision criterion that does not vary as a
function of culprit (or target) presence, where Panel B has two different criterion placements (a
more lenient decision criterion for trials where the culprit (or target) is absent). Adapted from
“Eyewitness Identification Performance on Showups Improves with an Additional-Opportunities
Instruction: Evidence for Present-Absent Criteria Discrepancy”, by A. M. Smith, G. L. Wells, R.
C. L. Lindsay, and T. Myerson, 2018, Law and Human Behaviour, 42. Copyright 2018 by the
American Psychological Association. Adapted with Permission.
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Strength-Based Mirror Effect
In almost all eyewitness experiments that manipulate quality of witnessing conditions,
poorer views led to both a reduction in culprit identifications and an increase in false
identifications (Lampinen et al., 2014; Memon et al., 2003). Characteristically speaking, the
same pattern is also found nearly any time memory strength is weakened in the basic recognition
memory literature (Glanzer, Adams, Iverson, & Kim, 1993). These findings typify a classic basic
memory phenomenon referred to as the strength-based mirror effect (see Stretch & Wixted,
1998). The strength-based mirror effect describes a situation in which the weaker of two memory
conditions is associated with both fewer hits and more false alarms when compared to the
stronger of the two memory conditions.
Recall that both the study manipulating exposure duration (Memon et al., 2003) and the
study manipulating viewing distance (Lampinen et al., 2014) produced a strength-based mirror
effect. When witnesses had relatively worse witnessing conditions, they made fewer correct
identifications and more false identifications. It is not at all surprising that poor witnessing
conditions lead to a decrease in hits. Indeed, as the quality of encoding conditions decreases, it
should be more difficult for witnesses to encode target persons' facial features, which in turn,
should make it more difficult for witnesses to later recognize these persons. But it is surprising
that poor encoding conditions lead to an increase in false alarms. Indeed, it is not as though a
weak mental representation for target persons somehow made novel faces look more like target
persons. So, what did cause this increase in false alarms? Researchers examining the strengthbased mirror effect have theorized that false alarms increase because participants with weaker
memories for studied items require less evidence to judge items as having been studied because
they do not want to miss an opportunity to get a hit (Smith et al., 2019; Wixted & Gaitan, 2002).
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Thus, according to this conceptualization, weaker memory conditions lead to a reduction in hits
because it becomes more difficult to recognize target persons and lead to an increase in false
alarms because people respond to these more difficult recognition conditions by lowering their
criteria for making an affirmative response.
In the current experiment, I manipulated quality of viewing conditions, expecting to find
the strength-based mirror effect for the poor-view condition. Based on the existing evidence from
the recognition memory literature, correct identifications are likely to be lower and false
identifications higher for those witnesses who had a poor view of the culprit. However, the
presence of an opt-out option should help to mitigate the size of the mirror effect by affording
witnesses with poor memory an opportunity to respond ‘not sure’ instead of forcing them to
make an identification or outright rejection. Therefore, the opt-out option should reduce the
number of false identification errors, especially for those witnesses who were in the poor-view
condition.
Present-Absent Criteria Discrepancy
As elaborated on above, there is ample evidence that when memory is weak, witnesses
lower their criterion for making an affirmative identification decision (Lampinen et al., 2014;
Memon et al., 2003). Recent research suggests that it does not matter whether match-to-memory
is weakened at encoding or at retrieval; in both cases, witnesses respond to the weak match-tomemory by lowering their criteria for making an affirmative identification (Kent, Lamberts, &
Patton, 2018; Smith et al., 2019).
Of course, one way to make it more difficult to detect signal at the time of retrieval is to
present the witness with a culprit-absent lineup. Clearly, a witness who is presented with a
culprit-absent procedure will experience more difficulty in signal detecting than a witness
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presented with a culprit-present procedure, because there is no signal to detect. On average,
innocent suspects will tend to provide a worse match-to-memory than will guilty suspects.
Hence, when researchers randomly assign witness-participants to culprit-present and culpritabsent identification procedures they are also assigning them to strong (culprit present) and weak
(culprit absent) match-to-memory conditions (Smith et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2019).
From this perspective it seems reasonable to suspect that witnesses who encounter
innocent suspects would respond to the relatively weak match-to-memory experience the same
way witnesses respond to any other weak match-to-memory experience – by lowering their
criteria for an affirmative identification relative to those who encounter guilty suspects (and thus
have a relatively strong match-to-memory experience). In essence, this present-absent criteria
discrepancy hypothesis is a special case of the strength-based mirror effect in which the lowering
of decision criteria results from the fact that innocent-suspects provide a weak match-to-memory.
Although this hypothesis is consistent with a large body of research on the strength-based mirror
effect, previous applications of Signal Detection Theory to the eyewitness identification
literature have universally assumed that witnesses who encounter innocent suspects adopt the
same decision criteria as witnesses who encounter guilty suspects (e.g., Clark, 2003; Wixted &
Mickes, 2014).
But, based on past research demonstrating that witnesses lower their criteria when matchto-memory is weak, one would expect witnesses viewing innocent suspects to use more lenient
criteria compared to witnesses viewing guilty suspects (Smith et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2019). To
make a correct decision in a culprit-absent case, a witness must be able to attribute her weak
recognition experience to the culprit’s absence, and not to other factors such as poor encoding
conditions. But, there is some evidence that witnesses who view innocent suspects misattribute
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their weak recognition experience, not to the absence of the culprit, but to factors such as having
had a poor view. Bradfield, Wells, and Olson (2002) gave all participants the same initial
encoding experience and then randomly assigned them to a target-present or target-absent lineup
condition. When compared to participants in the target-present condition, participants who saw a
target-absent lineup indicated that they were given a worse view and that they had paid less
attention to the simulated-crime video.
Clearly, the balance of the evidence suggests that eyewitness-participants who are
randomly assigned to culprit-absent conditions tend to adopt more lenient decision criteria than
do eyewitness-participants who are randomly to culprit-present conditions (potentially because
they misattribute their weak memory experience to factors other than the absence of the culprit).
The propensity for witnesses who encounter target-absent identification procedures to use more
lenient decision criteria compared to witnesses who encounter target-present identification
procedures is called present-absent criteria discrepancy (Smith et al., 2018). Present-absent
criteria discrepancy can be likened to a special case of the strength-based mirror effect, where the
mirror effect results not from poor view or from degraded recognition, but from assigning people
to either a strong (culprit present) or weak (culprit absent) recognition condition. Panel B of
Figure 1 illustrates Smith and colleagues’ (2018) hypothetical decision criterion placements for
culprit-present and culprit-absent procedures.
The problem with present-absent criteria discrepancy is that it seriously undermines
identification performance (Smith et al., 2018). Using a lower decision criterion for culpritabsent than for culprit-present conditions will produce worse performance than will using the
same criterion for both cases, irrespective of whether that criterion is strict or lenient. Consider
the distributions in Figure 1. Discriminability, represented the degree of overlap between the
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distributions, is the same in both panels. The black vertical line in Panel A represents a witness
applying the same decision criterion to both culprit present and absent cases (if the suspect’s
match value exceeds the black line, the witness makes an identification). If, however, witnesses
use a different criterion in culprit-absent cases, there needs to be a second more lenient criterion,
as shown by the grey vertical line in Panel B of Figure 1. The outcome of using this criterion
when the culprit is absent is an increase in false identifications without an accompanying
increase in culprit identifications. Hence, present-absent criteria discrepancy undermines
performance because it leads to an increase in innocent-suspect identifications without a
concomitant increase in culprit identifications.
The effect of Smith et al.’s (2018) additional-opportunities instruction (AOI) provides
support for present-absent criteria discrepancy. The authors attempted to create an instruction
that would cause witnesses to raise their decision criteria when the culprit was absent but not
when the culprit was present. If present-absent criteria discrepancy is correct and witnesses tend
to set a lower criterion when the culprit is absent, the result of such an instruction would be an
improved tradeoff between culprit and innocent-suspect identifications. They devised an
instruction that targets witnesses who are more likely to have a weaker match-to-memory
experience but will identify anyways out of fear that they might not have another opportunity to
get a hit. Telling witnesses that they may have an opportunity to make an identification later on
did in fact decrease innocent-suspect identifications to a greater extent than culprit identifications
(Smith et al., 2018).
Within the traditional SDT framework, the only plausible explanation for the effect of the
AOI is that it somehow increased discriminability, or the distance between the culprit and
innocent-suspect distributions. This is because SDT assumes that people do not have different
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decision criteria for signal and noise trials. According to SDT, an instruction that affects the
criteria for signal trials must have an equal effect for noise trials. If that were the case, Smith et
al. (2018) would have observed an equal reduction in culprit identifications and innocent-suspect
identifications. If the AOI impacted discriminability, then it could have improved the tradeoff
between culprit and innocent-suspect identifications. However, SDT itself asserts that
conservative instructions should only affect criteria placement and not discriminability (Green &
Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). Furthermore, there is no recognized psychological
process by which the instruction could decrease the distance between the culprit and innocentsuspect distribution. Thus, the impression that the AOI improved discriminability can be better
explained by present-absent criteria discrepancy.
Overview of the Current Study
There are two lingering questions ensuing from the research by Weber and Perfect (2012)
on the efficacy of an opt-out option that my proposed thesis attempted to answer. First, from a
theoretical perspective, it was surprising that participants were equally likely to use the don’tknow response under both short and long retention intervals (Weber & Perfect, 2012). This is in
spite of the fact that length of delay was strongly associated with memory performance (Shortdelay d´ = 0.80; Long-delay d´ = 0.11). This suggests that participants were not meta-cognitively
aware of the impact delay had on memory performance. Although a three-week delay was
apparently sufficient to impair memory performance, it might be the case that there is something
about a delay that causes people to be insensitive to that fact.
Indeed, others have found that retention interval leads witnesses to a state of
overconfidence (Sauer, Brewer, Zweck, & Weber, 2010). To be clear, longer retention intervals
do not lead witnesses to become more confident in their identification decisions. Rather, this
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overconfidence results from the fact that even though longer retention intervals lead to less
accurate identification performance, participants do not sufficiently lower their confidence.
Perhaps witness-participants would have used the “don’t-know” option more frequently had they
been more metacognitively aware of the negative impact of the delay on their memories. Indeed,
Koriat, Bjork, Sheffer, and Bar (2004) found that participants who expected to receive a memory
test a week or a year later predicted that they would recall as much information as those who
expected to be tested immediately. When participants are sensitive to a factor that is likely to
influence their memory, then they should be more likely to use an opt-out option. Perhaps a
memory manipulation that is implemented at the time the witness-participant views the criminal
event would be more salient.
Second, the authors claimed that a primary benefit of the don’t-know option was that it
eliminates low-confidence responses (which are likely to be inaccurate). Although this claim fits
with intuition, unfortunately the authors did not analyze eyewitness confidence, so the
relationship between eyewitness confidence and the opt-out option could not be established in
their experiment. My intention with the proposed experiment was to look specifically at how the
opt-out option interacts with confidence by conducting confidence-accuracy calibration analysis
and through examining how the not-sure option impacts the ROC curve. My expectation was that
the not-sure option will decrease the tendency for witness-participants to make low-confidence
decisions. Because low-confidence decisions are more likely to be incorrect than are highconfidence decisions, my expectation was that this would lead to a better tradeoff between
culprit and innocent-suspect identifications.
The current study examined the effect of an opt-out option across two different levels of
memory strength. The strength-based mirror effect provides evidence to suspect that when
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memory is weakened by a degraded witnessing experience, eyewitnesses are less likely to make
culprit identifications and most at risk of making innocent-suspect identifications. Therefore, I
expected an opt-out option to have a greater impact on the tradeoff between culprit and innocentsuspect identifications when memory was relatively weak compared to when memory was
relatively strong. Because eyewitness showups do not include fillers and only a single suspect,
they offer the clearest and most direct test of how an opt-out option might impact identification
performance.
Participants were randomly assigned to either a target-present or target-absent showup.
Both scenarios are possibilities in the real world, so it was important to examine how the showup
procedure is affected under both conditions. Specifically, does the not-sure option decrease
innocent-suspect identifications to a greater extent than culprit identifications and was this effect
moderated by the quality of viewing conditions (i.e., witness memory) or eyewitness confidence?
As an alternative to manipulating the retention interval between encoding the culprit and
being presented with a showup procedure (Weber and Perfect, 2012), I manipulated quality of
view. Surprisingly, Weber and Perfect (2012) did not find that participants used the opt-out
option more frequently when memory was weak (in the long retention interval) compared to
when memory was strong (in the short retention interval). One possible explanation is that
participants were insensitive to the impact that the delay had on their memories. Quality of view
manipulations such as decreased lighting, increased distance, and shorter exposure durations all
have the same effect – weaker memory. I reasoned that participants might be more sensitive to
the impact that the poor-quality view had on their memories and therefore would be more likely
to use the opt-out option if given a poor view relative to if given a strong view. In other words, it
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would provide a better test of the hypothesis that the not-sure option would be more effective
under relatively weak memory conditions.
To degrade viewing conditions, I overexposed the image of the simulated-crime video. At
first, I experimented with darkening the video to mimic nighttime conditions. However, my own
tests of this method revealed that it was inconsistent across different lighting environments and
because of the online nature of the experiment, I would be not able to control this for the
participants. Accordingly, I created a quality of view manipulation that would be less affected by
variations in the lighting environment. And, the goal of my thesis was not to examine some
specific way of weakening memory, but to examine the utility of a not-sure option when memory
was weakened through a quality of view manipulation. So, the overexposed video served this
purpose to the extent that it greatly decreased the visibility of the features of the culprit’s face.
Additionally, I examined whether the not-sure option decreased low-confidence decisions
to a greater extent than high-confidence decisions. In the absence of a not-sure option,
participants who are not sure would likely make a low-confidence decision. Hence, the not-sure
option should primarily reduce low-confidence decisions. But, because Weber and Perfect
(2012) did not examine confidence, this hypothesis has not yet been formally tested. The most
straightforward way to determine this was to compare the average confidence of the not-sure
option condition to the average confidence of the control condition. If the not-sure option
primarily reduces low-confidence identification decisions than those participants who received
the not-sure option and did not elect to use it should be more confident, on average, than
participants who did not receive the option to respond "not sure".
Finally, for those participants that responded “not sure”, I asked them to indicate whether
they would have made an identification or rejected the showup had they not opted out. I also
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asked them to indicate their anticipated confidence for that hypothetical decision. Analysis of
those responses should provide ancillary information about what kind of witnesses the not-sure
option is siphoning out– would they have in fact made an incorrect decision, and are they lowconfidence witnesses as predicted? This analysis was exploratory and is included in the
supplemental materials.
Hypotheses
1) Participants will use the not-sure option more frequently after receiving a poor view of
the culprit compared to after receiving a clear view of the culprit.
2) Participants who view a culprit-absent showup will use the not-sure option more
frequently than participants who view a culprit-present showup.
3) The not-sure option will decrease false identifications to a greater extent than correct
identifications. In other words, relative to the control condition, the not-sure option will
decrease affirmative identification decisions to a greater extent when the culprit is absent
compared to when the culprit is present.
4) The effect size for the interaction predicted in hypothesis 3 will be moderated by
memory strength. Specifically, the not-sure option will decrease false identifications to a
greater extent than correct identifications, and the effect will be greater for participants
who viewed the poor-quality video.
5) The not-sure option will reduce low-confidence decisions to a greater extent than highconfidence decisions.
6) The not-sure option will improve the confidence-accuracy relationship under
degraded-viewing conditions to a greater extent than under clear-viewing conditions.
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Methods
Participants
Participants (N = 2139) were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk system. This
sample consists of individuals who are over 18 and reside in the United States. See Appendix A
for the recruitment notice. They were required to have an 80% or higher Human Intelligence
Task approval rating to ensure that they were likely to be good quality participants. Participants
attempting to complete the study with a mobile phone were screened out and asked to complete
the study using either a tablet or computer. I expected that approximately 10% of participants
would produce unusable data due to technical difficulties, not completing the study, and other
factors, so I collected data until there were approximately 2000 usable data points and then
halted data collection. Participants’ data were deemed useable if they (1) passed an attention
check by responding to a multiple-choice question about the video correctly, and (2) indicated
that they did not experience technical difficulties viewing the video or showup photo. Forty-eight
participants were excluded due to failure to pass the attention check, and 88 were excluded due
to technical difficulties. The final number of participants was N = 2003. The average participant
age was 36.90 (SD = 11.67) and was 57.86% female. 72.94% of participants indicated that they
were Caucasian.
Design
My experiment conformed to a 2 (quality of view: clear or degraded) x 2 (not-sure
option: yes or no) x 2 (target: present or absent) between-participants design. I used two target
individuals (both males) and two sets of filler photos to achieve some minimal degree of
stimulus sampling (Wells & Windschitl, 1999). Each set of filler photos consisted of three
similar-looking innocent replacements for the corresponding target. I selected the innocentreplacements from a stimulus set that were created prior to this experiment. Each of the fillers
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matched the description of the target. The photos were front-facing and showed the individual
from the neck up. No clothing was visible. As individual analyses of the targets replicated the
patterns of inferential tests that were found when conducted together, and because it would not
change any conclusions, the targets were collapsed across for the final analysis. The dependent
variables of interest were identification decision (identify suspect, reject suspect, or opt out) and
eyewitness level of confidence.
Materials
Informed consent form. Participants were required to give informed consent before
participating in the study. See Appendix B.
Crime video. The simulated-crime video used in the study depicted a man facing the
camera holding a gun. The gun was pointed towards the camera, and it obscured the man’s face
slightly. The man’s face was in view for approximately 5 seconds. The degraded-view condition
used exactly the same video, with the brightness and contrast altered to approximate viewing the
crime in overexposed lighting. The specific level of exposure needed was determined by pilot
testing for a different experiment that used the same stimuli (Jalava, Smith, & Wells, under
review). I proceeded with the full experiment when I found a level of exposure that impaired
performance while leaving some ability to discriminate between the culprit and innocent-suspect
intact.
Demographic information. After viewing the video, participants were asked to provide
their age, gender, and ethnicity.
Anagrams task. As a distractor task between viewing the video and the showup
procedure, participants solved a series of anagrams for 10 minutes.
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Showup task. Participants viewed a single photo displaying either the target from the
video or an innocent suspect. I asked participants if they believed that the man in the photo was
the man from the video. All of the participants received the generic instruction “In a moment you
will see a photo of a man who may or may not be the culprit from the video you saw at the
beginning of the experimental session. If you believe that the man in the photo is the man from
the video, you should identify him (press “YES”). If you do not believe the man in the photo is
the man from the video, you should reject the photo (press “NO”).” Those participants in the notsure option condition were given the additional instruction “If you are not sure whether the man
in the photo is the man from the video, you should indicate that you are not sure (press “NOT
SURE”).” There was also an accompanying option labeled “NOT SURE” for those participants.
All participants had to check a box indicating that they had read and understood the instructions
before moving on.
Procedure
After obtaining ethics approval for the experiment, a recruitment notice (Appendix A)
was posted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Participants who signed up for the study
were given an anonymous link to Qualtrics, where the study was hosted. They digitally signed an
informed consent form (Appendix B) and then were randomly assigned to watch either a clear or
degraded version of video of a staged crime (see Appendix C for a description). They were told
to pay attention to the video as their memory may be tested later. Following the video,
participants filled out demographic information, and then solved a series of anagrams for 10
minutes. This served as a filler task before the identification procedure.
After completing the filler task, participants were instructed that they would be shown a
single photograph and asked to indicate whether they believe the man displayed in the photo is
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the same man from the video. All photos were front facing with only the face and neck visible.
Participants were randomly assigned to either a target-present or target-absent condition. In the
target-present condition, the man in the photo was the same as the man from the video. In the
target-absent condition, the man in the photo was someone the participant has never seen before
but who generally resembles the target person. All participants were given the standard
admonition (“The man in the photo may or may not be the man in the video”). They were
randomly assigned to either the control or not-sure option condition. In the control condition,
participants pressed a button labelled either YES or NO to make their identification decision. In
the not-sure option condition, in addition to YES or NO, they had the option to press a button
labelled NOT SURE. After making their decision, I asked participants to report their level of
confidence from 0-100 in 10-pt increments on a sliding scale (except those participants who
responded NOT SURE). For those that responded NOT SURE, I asked them to indicate which
response option they would have selected had they not had the option to respond NOT SURE,
and their hypothetical confidence in that decision.
Following the identification task, participants completed a retrospective questionnaire
(Appendix D) about their experience, including a manipulation check. Finally, participants were
asked to read a debriefing form (Appendix E) which explained more about the research goals and
gave contact information for resources if they had questions or concerns about the study. The
study took, on average, 13.06 minutes to complete. I paid participants $1.00 USD for completing
the study.
Results
I calculated what percentage of participants elected to opt out in order to verify that
participants used the response option. Out of the 1004 participants who were in the not-sure
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option condition, 307 opted-out (30.4%). So, around one third of participants opted-out of
making an identification decision when given the opportunity to do so.
Logistic Regression
I used a series of hierarchical binary logistic regression analyses to test each of my
hypotheses. To begin, I tested my first two hypotheses that the use of the not-sure option would
be dependent on the quality of viewing conditions and on the presence of the culprit. Next, I
tested my third hypothesis that the not-sure option would produce a superior tradeoff between
culprit and innocent-suspect identifications than the control condition. Finally, I tested my fourth
hypothesis that the tradeoff effect would be larger in magnitude when viewing conditions were
poor.
Hypotheses 1 & 2. I used hierarchical binary logistic regression models to determine if
quality of viewing conditions and culprit presence produced different frequencies of not-sure
option responses. To test the hypotheses that the not-sure option would be used most frequently
when participants had a poor view of the culprit, and when they were faced with a culprit-absent
showup (Hypotheses 1 and 2), I conducted a 2 (quality of view: good vs poor) x 2 (culprit:
present or absent) hierarchical binary logistic regression (dependent variable: response type, ‘not
sure’ or other) for those participants who had the option to respond ‘not sure’.
Participants were significantly more likely to use the not-sure option when given a
degraded view of the culprit, b = 1.05, SE = 0.15, Wald’s 2(1) = 49.68, p < .001, eb = 2.86,
(95% CI [2.14, 3.83]), providing support for Hypothesis 1. However, participants were more
likely to use the not-sure option when faced with a culprit-present showup, b = .65, SE = 0.15,
Wald’s 2(1) = 19.11, p < .001, eb = 1.91, (95% CI [1.43, 2.56]), contrary to what I predicted in
Hypothesis 2. The effect was not qualified by a significant interaction between quality of view
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and culprit presence, b = -0.12, SE = 0.30, Wald’s 2(1) = .16, p = .70, eb = 0.89, (95% CI [0.49,
1.61]). Table 3 displays the frequency of responding for each response option in percentages for
all conditions.
Table 3
Response Percentages as a Function of View Quality, Response Options, and Culprit Presence
View Quality
Clear
Response
Option
Control

Not Sure

Degraded

Culprit
Present

Culprit
Absent

Culprit
Present

Culprit
Absent

Yes

58% (143)

15% (36)

31% (77)

23% (58)

No

42% (102)

85% (208)

69% (171)

77% (199)

Yes

48% (128)

14% (37)

15% (37)

14% (33)

No

29% (77)

70% (182)

40% (100)

46% (108)

Not Sure

23% (61)

16% (42)

45% (111)

40% (93)

Note. Values in parentheses are the number of participants in that condition.
Hypotheses 3 & 4. To examine whether the not-sure option produced a better tradeoff
between culprit and innocent suspect identifications (Hypothesis 3), I fit a 2 (quality of view:
good vs. poor) x 2 (culprit: present vs. absent) x 2 (not-sure option: yes, no) hierarchical binary
logistic regression model including all main effects and higher-order interaction terms. Because
the intention of this analysis was to examine the impact of the predictors on suspect
identifications, I coded suspect identifications as case outcomes (suspect identifications = 1) and
all other responses as control outcomes ('not sure' and rejection responses = 0). Critically, I
predicted a significant two-way interaction between culprit presence and the not-sure option that
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resulted from the not-sure option decreasing innocent-suspect identifications to a greater extent
than culprit identifications. I also used this model to test my fourth hypothesis that the interaction
between culprit presence and the not-sure option would have a larger effect when viewing
conditions were relatively poor. The three-way interaction in this model directly tests this
hypothesis.
On the first block, participants were significantly less likely to identify the suspect when
viewing conditions were degraded, b = -0.73, SE = 0.11, Wald’s 2(1) = 47.13, p < .001, eb =
0.48, (95% CI [0.39, 0.59). They were also less likely to identify the suspect if they had the
option to respond ‘not sure’, b = -0.50, SE = 0.11, Wald’s 2(1) = 21.83, p < .001, eb = 0.61,
(95% CI [0.50, 0.75]).
On the second block, there were two significant two-way interactions. The interaction
between quality of view and response-option condition was significant, b = -0.53, SE = 0.22,
Wald’s 2(1) = 5.69, p = .02, eb = 0.59, (95% CI [0.38, 0.91]). Participants in the not-sure option
condition were equally likely to identify the suspect when viewing conditions were clear, b = 0.24, SE = 0.13, Wald’s 2(1) = 3.17, p = .08, eb = 0.79, (95% CI [0.61, 1.02]), but less likely to
identify the suspect when viewing conditions were degraded, b = -0.76, SE = 0.16, Wald’s 2(1)
= 21.78, p < .001, eb = 0.47, (95% CI [0.34, 0.64]).
The interaction between quality of view and culprit presence was also significant, b = 1.66, SE = 0.22, Wald’s 2(1) = 54.59, p < .001, eb = 0.19, (95% CI [0.12, 0.30]). Relative to
participants in the clear-view condition, participants in the degraded-view condition were less
likely to identify the culprit, b = -1.33, SE = 0.14, Wald’s 2(1) = 92.01, p < .001, eb = 0.26,
(95% CI [0.20, 0.35]), but equally likely to identify the innocent suspect, b = 0.30, SE = 0.17,
Wald’s 2(1) = 3.00, p = .08, eb = 1.35, (95% CI [0.96, 1.89]). Thus, the viewing condition
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manipulation did not produce a clear-cut strength-based mirror effect, as degraded-viewing
conditions did not lead to a statistically significant increase in innocent-suspect identifications.
However, the effect was certainly trending towards significance with a marginal p-value of .08.
So, at least qualitatively, these results fit with the well-grounded strength-based mirror effect.
Of relevance to my third hypothesis, the two-way interaction between culprit presence
and response option did not reach statistical significance, b = -0.37, SE = 0.23, Wald’s 2(1) =
2.66, p = .10, eb = 0.69, (95% CI [0.59, 1.08]). I wanted to probe the interaction to see if the notsure option actually made the tradeoff between culprit and innocent identifications worse.
Relative to participants in the control response-option condition, participants who were in the
not-sure option condition were less likely to identify the innocent suspect, although the effect
was only on the cusp of significance, b = -0.34, SE = 0.17, Wald’s 2(1) = 3.84, p = .05, eb =
0.71, (95% CI [0.51, 1.00]), and also less likely to identify the culprit, b = -0.53, SE = 0.13,
Wald’s 2(1) = 16.60, p < .001, eb = 0.59, (95% CI [0.45, 0.76]). My third hypothesis was not
supported. The not-sure option reduced choosing both when the culprit was present and absent.
On the fourth block, the three-way interaction term between quality of view, culprit
presence and the not-sure option was not significant, b = -0.003, SE = 0.45, Wald’s 2(1) =
0.00004, p = .995, eb = 0.997, (95% CI [0.41, 2.42]). Thus, my fourth hypothesis that any
tradeoff benefit produced by the not-sure option would be greater when viewing conditions are
relatively poor was not supported.
ROC Analysis
I augmented my binary logistic regression analyses with Receiver Operator Characteristic
(ROC) analysis. All ROC curves were constructed using the pROC statistical package (Robin et
al., 2011). Specifically, I compared all four ROC curves that were produced by crossing the not-
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sure manipulation with the quality of view manipulation using standard Area Under the Curve
measures (AUC). In addition, I compared the ‘not-sure’ ROC curve to the control ROC curve
(collapsing across quality of view). I also examined the portions of the ROC curves that included
only those eyewitnesses who affirmatively identified a suspect with a novel Deviation from
Perfect Performance measure (Smith, Lampinen, Wells, Smalarz, & Mackovichova, 2019),
which can be found in the supplemental materials. Note that these analyses are largely
replicating what was tested with my logistic regression analyses, but different groups of
researchers have different preferences, so I analyzed the data in multiple ways.
Because I used a showup procedure, I was able to construct ROC curves that extended
the full range of the ROC space (e.g., Smith et al., 2018). ROC curves for lineups can never
extend the full range of the ROC space because fillers prevent the innocent-suspect identification
rate from ever reaching 1.00. Due to the presence of fillers, researchers wishing to use ROC
analysis to analyze lineup data have been forced to examine only partial ROC curves that are
restricted to only the far left of the ROC space. When one procedure decreases innocent-suspect
identifications and culprit identifications to a greater extent than another procedure (i.e., the
difference between the two procedures is defined by a tradeoff), pAUC will not always inform
on which procedure is superior (Lampinen, Smith, & Wells, 2019; Smith et al., 2019). So, it
makes more sense to use an alternate, utility-based measure to assess which lineup procedure is
superior, like Deviation from Perfect Performance (DPP) analysis (Smith et al., 2019). However,
because I used a showup procedure, I can focus on the full AUC as is routine in the basic
recognition literature (e.g., Verde & Rotello, 2007). I made use of the DPP analysis to examine
the ROC curves restricted to choosers only. Because some eyewitness researchers focus only on
choosers for their analyses, I did this as well, but using a measure that actually informs on which
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procedure has superior utility. This is something that pAUC analysis cannot do (Lampinen et al.
2019; Smith et al., 2019). This analysis is included in the supplementary materials as the results
were largely consistent with my full AUC analysis.
To create curves that extend the full ROC space, I plotted culprit identifications against
innocent-suspect identifications at cumulating levels of confidence (in 10-pt increments). The
leftmost point on the curve represents the culprit and innocent-suspect identifications that were
made with 100% confidence. Moving from left to right, the second point on the curve represents
the culprit and innocent-suspect identifications made with 90% confidence plus all IDs made
with 100% confidence. Construction of the curves continues in this fashion until all suspect
identifications, correct or incorrect, and even those witnesses who made an identification with
0% confidence, are reflected in a single point on the ROC curve. This is where the ROC curve
terminates with lineup procedures (due to the presence of fillers). With showups, the ROC curve
can continue to be extended by plotting rejection decisions in a similar fashion to identification
decisions. The next point represents all choosers plus those who rejected the showup with 0%
confidence. The point after that includes all choosers, those who rejected the showup with 0%
confidence, and those who rejected the showup with 10% confidence. Again, points are plotted
in this fashion until all participants are reflected in a single point in the top right corner of the
ROC space (e.g., Smith et al., 2018).
A critical question that has not been addressed in the eyewitness literature is how to
include participants who used the not-sure option in the ROC curve. Theoretically, participants
who select the not-sure option are saying that they are neither confident enough to make an
affirmative identification nor are they confident enough to make a rejection decision. Hence, I
included these participants at the point immediately following identifications made with 0%
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confidence and immediately preceding rejections made with 0% confidence. This is consistent
with how not-sure decisions are incorporated into signal-detection-based models of eyewitness
identification (e.g., Clark, 2003).
After constructing the ROC curves, I conducted pairwise comparisons among them.
Figure 2 displays ROC curves for the following conditions: control condition with a clear view,
not-sure option with a clear view, control condition with a degraded view, and not-sure option
with a degraded view. When viewing conditions were clear, there was no significant difference
between the control (AUC = .77) and not-sure option (AUC = .77) conditions, D = .07, p = .95.
Likewise, when viewing conditions were degraded, there was no significant difference between
the control (AUC = .57) and not-sure option (AUC = .52) conditions, D = 1.24, p = .21. Better
viewing conditions resulted in a better tradeoff between culprit and innocent-suspect
identifications, both for the control condition (AUC = .77 vs. AUC = .57), D = 6.21, p < .001,
and the not-sure option condition (AUC = .77 vs. AUC = .52), D = 7.64, p < .001. So, consistent
with the logistic regression analysis, clear viewing conditions led to a better tradeoff between
culprit and innocent-suspect identifications than did degraded viewing conditions, but the notsure option did not lead to a better tradeoff than did the control condition.
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Figure 3 displays the ROC curves for the response option conditions collapsing across
quality of view. A similar pattern was found for the pairwise comparison of the AUC for these
curves. There was no significant difference between the control (AUC = .68) and not-sure option
(AUC = .66) conditions, D = 0.76, p = .45.
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Figure 2. A graph displaying the ROC curves across all four conditions.
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Figure 3. A graph displaying the ROC curves for the response option conditions, collapsing across
quality of view.
Confidence-Accuracy Analysis
Next, I tested my fifth hypothesis that the not-sure option would decrease low-confidence
decisions to a greater extent than high-confidence decisions by conducting an independentsamples t-test on the mean confidence for those who had the option to respond ‘not sure’ and
those who did not. This analysis did not include participants who chose to opt out, as they did not
provide an initial confidence judgment. Participants in the control condition reported
significantly lower confidence in their decisions (M = 62.94, SD = 24.56) than those who had the
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option to respond ‘not sure’, (M = 72.78, SD = 20.38), t(1694) = -8.71, p < .001, d = 0.44, (95%
CI around the difference [-12.10, -7.62]). Thus, my fifth hypothesis was supported.
Finally, I tested my sixth hypothesis that the not-sure option would improve the
confidence-accuracy relationship to a greater extent under poor-viewing conditions than goodviewing conditions by regressing culprit presence on choosing, quality of view, response-option
condition, confidence, and all higher-order interactions. The three-way interaction in the model
provides a direct test of this hypothesis. This analysis also did not include participants who chose
to opt out, as they did not provide an initial confidence judgment.
On the first block, the probability that the suspect was guilty decreased by 0.4% for every
10-pt increase in confidence, although the effect was only marginally significant, b = -0.004, SE
= 0.002, Wald’s 2(1) = 3.84, p = .05, eb = 0.996, (95% CI [0.99, 1.00]). However, the main
effect of confidence was qualified by a significant two-way interaction between confidence and
choosing, b = 0.03, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 23.61, p < .001, eb = 1.03, (95% CI [1.02, 1.04]).
When the participant identified the suspect, the odds that the suspect was guilty increased by
1.02 times for every 10-pt increase in confidence, b = 0.02, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 21.50, p <
.001, eb = 1.02, (95% CI [1.01, 1.03]). When the participant rejected the suspect or responded
‘not sure’, the probability that the suspect was guilty decreased by 1.2% for every 10-pt increase
in confidence, b = -0.01, SE = 0.002, Wald’s 2(1) = 25.25, p < .001, eb = 0.988, (95% CI [0.98,
0.99]). Thus, there was a positive relationship between confidence and suspect guilt for those
who made an identification but a negative relationship for those who did not make an
identification. This is consistent with previous literature showing a stronger relationship between
confidence and accuracy for choosers compared to non-choosers (Sporer et al., 1995). The two-
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way interaction between confidence and response option condition was not significant, b =
0.003, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 0.33, p = .57, eb = 1.00, (95% CI [0.99, 1.01]).
On the third block, the three-way interaction between quality of view, choosing, and
confidence was not significant, b = 0.01, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 1.17, p = .28, eb = 1.01,
(95% CI [0.99, 1.04]). The three-way interaction between quality of view, response option
condition, and confidence was also not significant, b = 0.01, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 1.43, p =
.23, eb = 1.01, (95% CI [0.99, 1.03]), indicating that the not-sure option did not improve the
confidence-accuracy relationship to a greater extent under poor-viewing conditions than under
good-viewing conditions. Thus, my sixth hypothesis was not supported.
On the fourth block, the four-way hypothesis was significant, b = -0.05, SE = 0.02,
Wald’s 2(1) = 4.82, p < .05, eb = 0.96, (95% CI [0.92, 0.99]). To break this interaction down, I
examined the simple slope of confidence at every combination of the predictors. When the
participant was in the control response-option condition, given a clear view, and identified the
suspect, the odds that the suspect was guilty increased by 1.02 times for every 10-pt increase in
confidence, although the effect was only marginally significant, b = 0.02, SE = 0.01, Wald’s
2(1) = 3.19, p = .07, eb = 1.02, (95% CI [1.00, 1.04]). When the participant was in the control
response-option condition, given a clear view, but did not identify the suspect, the probability
that the suspect was guilty decreased by 1.8% for every 10-pt increase in confidence, b = -0.02,
SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 12.73, p < .001, eb = 0.982, (95% CI [0.97, 0.99]).
When the participant was given the option to respond ‘not sure’, given a clear view, and
identified the suspect, the odds that the suspect was guilty increased by 1.03 times for every 10pt increase in confidence, b = 0.03, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 6.38, p < .05, eb = 1.03, (95% CI
[1.01, 1.05]). When the participant was given the option to respond ‘not sure’, given a clear
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view, but did not identify the suspect, the probability that the suspect was guilty decreased by
2.7% for every 10-pt increase in confidence, b = -0.03, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 15.99, p <
.001, eb = 0.97, (95% CI [0.96, 0.99]).
When the participant was in the control response-option condition, given a degraded
view, and identified the suspect, confidence did not discriminate between suspect guilt and
innocence, b = 0.01, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1)= 1.68, p = .20, eb = 1.01, (95% CI [0.99, 1.03]).
Nor did confidence discriminate between suspect guilt and innocence when the participant was
in the control response-option condition, given a degraded view, but did not identify the suspect,
b = -0.01, SE = 0.004, Wald’s 2(1) = 1.73, p = .19, eb = 1.00, (95% CI [0.99, 1.00]).
When the participant was given the option to respond ‘not sure’, given a degraded view,
and identified the suspect, confidence did not discriminate between suspect guilt and innocence,
b = 0.01, SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 0.95, p = .33, eb = 1.01, (95% CI [0.99, 1.04]). Nor did
confidence discriminate between suspect guilt and innocent when the participant was given the
option to respond ‘not sure’, given a degraded view, but did not identify the suspect, b = 0.002,
SE = 0.01, Wald’s 2(1) = 0.16, p = .69, eb = 1.00, (95% CI [0.99, 1.01]). In summary, the fourway interaction revealed that both the magnitude and direction of the confidence-accuracy
relationship was dependent on whether the participant made an identification, the quality of
viewing conditions, and whether the witness had the option to respond, ‘not sure’.
Next, I plotted confidence-accuracy characteristic (CAC) curves for choosers (Figure 4)
and calculated the relevant statistics associated with those curves (the calibration statistic, the
over/under statistic, and the Normalized Resolution Index), displayed in Table 4. Following
previous research, I collapsed the confidence ratings into three bins, (low: < 70%, medium: 7089%, and high: 90-100%) (Semmler, Dunn, Mickes, & Wixted, 2018). Collapsing into bins also
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ensures that a larger number of data points are captured in each confidence category, which is
important for making stable estimates. The calibration or C statistic can range from 0 to 1, with
values closer to 0 representing superior calibration. Perfect calibration occurs when 100% of
decisions made with 100% confidence are correct, 90% of decisions made with 90% confidence
are correct, and so on and so forth. The over/underconfidence (O/U) statistic can range from -1 to
+1, with values less than 0 representing underconfidence and values greater than 0 representing
overconfidence (Brewer & Wells, 2006). Confidence is said to be “underconfident” when the
probability that a decision is correct exceeds the reported confidence level, and “overconfident”
when the reported confidence level exceeds the probability that a decision is correct. The
Normalized Resolution Index (NRI), can range from 0 to 1 and indicates how well confidence
discriminated between correct and incorrect decisions (0 = no discrimination, 1 = perfect
discrimination) (Baranski & Petrusic, 1994; Sauer et al., 2010). I also plotted the confidenceaccuracy characteristic curves for participants who rejected the showup (Figure 5), and
calculated the relevant statistics (C, O/U, NRI), displayed in Table 5.
Visual inspection of the CAC curves for choosers revealed that, in general, participants
confidence was well-calibrated with identification accuracy. Because I binned confidence into
low, medium, and high levels, as is becoming regular in analysis of the relationship between
eyewitness confidence and accuracy (Mickes, 2015; Mickes, Flowe, & Wixted, 2012; Semmler
et al., 2018; Wixted et al., 2015), it makes sense to examine calibration at those three levels. Low
confidence, in general, was associated with relatively low accuracy. The percent correct
averaging across all conditions at the lowest confidence range (<70%) was approximately 60%.
Medium confidence, in general, was associated with relatively moderate accuracy. The average
percent correct at the medium confidence range (70-89%) was approximately 68%. This average,
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although falling below the medium confidence range, is still higher than the average percent
correct at the low confidence range. And high confidence, in general, was associated with
relatively high accuracy. The average percent correct at the high confidence range (90-100%)
was approximately 83%. Again, although falling below the high confidence range, this average is
higher than the average percent correct at the medium confidence range.
One point of note is that in the high-confidence range, confidence was more indicative of
accuracy than at the low or medium confidence range, for all four conditions. This observation is
most clearly illustrated in the degraded view conditions. For low and medium confidence –
which spans the range of 0-89% confidence – accuracy stayed below 60%. However, in the high
confidence range, accuracy reached 82% when collapsing across response-option condition. This
is consistent with the idea that confidence correctly discriminates between accurate and
inaccurate suspect identifications (Brewer & Wells, 2006). However, 82% accuracy falls quite
far below the confidence reported by participants who were in the high-confidence range, which
encapsulates confidence of 90-100%. And, it is lower than what Wixted and Wells (2017) meant
by ‘high confidence implies high accuracy’, which implied an identification accuracy rate of
over 90%.
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Figure 4. A graph displaying the CAC curves for choosers across all four conditions.
The observed differences among the statistics displayed in Table 4 regarding calibration,
over/underconfidence, and the Normalized Resolution Index for choosers seem to be sporadic
rather than systematic. For example, the not-sure option condition seems to show some
significant overconfidence, but only for those who had a degraded view. The control condition
shows a small deviation from perfect calibration, but only for those who had a clear view.
Furthermore, the effects obtained were small, and the 95% confidence intervals for each
condition’s set of statistics show quite a bit of overlap with the 95% confidence intervals for the
other conditions. The differences do not seem to fit an intuitive and consistent pattern, and they
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might be attributable simply to chance. So, rather than conducting a series of pairwise
comparisons among the statistics, I will focus on describing macro-level patterns.
The C statistic is close to zero (ranging between .01 and .03) across all conditions,
indicating good calibration. There is also not a great degree of over or underconfidence for any
particular condition, save for the not-sure option condition with a degraded view. This
overconfidence can be explained by inspection of the CAC curve for that condition.
Identification accuracy was around 50% for both the low and medium confidence ranges, which
reflects all identifications made with 0-89% confidence. A confidence judgment of over 50%
given by a participant who was in the not-sure option, degraded-view condition was likely to be
overconfident, given the average accuracy rate for that condition. The NRI ranges from .02-.07
across all conditions and all confidence intervals contain zero. Thus, no particular condition
stands out as having meaningfully better discrimination than any other condition. In general,
discrimination appears to be quite poor, as values closer to 1 indicate superior discrimination.
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Table 4
Calibration Statistics by Condition for Choosers
View Quality
Control

Clear
Not Sure
Option

Control

Degraded
Not Sure
Option

Statistic
C

.02

.01

.01

.03

95% CI

.003, .04

-.003, .02

-.01, .03

-.01, .07

O/U

-.07

-.02

.01

.14

95% CI

-.13, -.01

-.08, .04

-.08, .09

.02, .26

NRI

.02

.02

.07

.04

95% CI
-.02, .03
-.05, .04
-.03, .18
-.09, .17
Note. C = calibration statistic, O/U = over/underconfidence, NRI = normalized resolution index,
95% CI = 95% confidence intervals.
Historically, research has shown a limited relationship between confidence and accuracy
for those who make rejections from identification procedures (Brewer & Wells, 2006; Sporer et
al., 1995). I predicted that the presence of a not-sure option would improve the relationship for
non-choosers as it would parse out those witnesses who reject the procedure because they think
the culprit is not present, and those witnesses who reject the procedure because they are
uncertain and do not want to make a false identification, (Smalarz & Wells, 2013). Inspection of
the CAC curves for non-choosers does not seem to provide much support for this hypothesis.
However, confidence and accuracy seem to be generally well calibrated, at least for the clear
view conditions.
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Figure 5. A graph displaying the CAC curves for non-choosers across all four conditions.
As with choosers, the differences observed amongst the calibration statistics seem to be
sporadic rather than systematic. So, rather than focusing on pairwise differences, I will focus on
what the statistics suggest at the aggregate. In general, the C statistic is close to zero for all four
conditions, indicating that calibration was quite good for non-choosers. However, there does not
appear to be a significant benefit to any of the calibration statistics for those who had the notsure option compared to those in the control condition. This implies that not-sure option did
seem not improve the relationship between confidence and accuracy for non-choosers, contrary
to what I predicted.
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There is some overconfidence for those participants who had the not-sure option and
were given a degraded view, similar to the O/U for choosers in that condition. The same account
given for choosers is also valid for non-choosers. Because the accuracy rate for that condition
remained at around 50% regardless of confidence range, participants were likely to be
overconfident if they reported confidence greater than 50%. Indeed, n = 39 participants in that
condition reported 100% confidence, even though the accuracy rate for the highest confidence
bin was only 55%. Discrimination as represented by the NRI was also quite poor here as it was
for choosers. The only condition that differs significantly from zero as indicated by the
confidence interval was the clear view, not-sure option condition.
Table 5
Calibration Statistics by Condition for Non-Choosers
View Quality
Clear

Degraded

Control

Not Sure
Option

Control

Not Sure
Option

C

.02

.01

.04

.08

95% CI

.01, .03

-.001, .01

.02, .05

.04, .12

O/U

.01

.05

.02

.17

95% CI

-.05, .06

-.004, .11

-.04, .08

.10, .25

NRI

.03

.08

.01

.01

Statistic

95% CI
-.01, .07
.01, .14
-.01, .02
-.04, .01
Note. C = calibration statistic, O/U = over/underconfidence, NRI = normalized resolution index,
95% CI = 95% confidence intervals.
Discussion
Contrary to past research showing that a not-sure option leads to improved identification
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performance (Steblay & Phillips, 2011; Weber & Perfect, 2012), I found no such evidence.
Providing participants with a not-sure option failed to improve the tradeoff between culprit and
innocent-suspect identifications and also failed to increase the accuracy of suspect identifications
and this was true under both strong and weak memory conditions. The present pattern of results
is inconsistent with both past research and with a theoretical framework explaining the strategic
regulation of memory. According to Koriat and Goldsmith (1996), promoting the strategic
regulation of memory by providing participants with the option to opt-out (i.e., say "I don't
know" or "I'm not sure") from making an affirmative decision should improve the accuracy of
information provided (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996).
The purpose of this study was to examine if giving participants an explicit option to opt out
of making an identification decision from an eyewitness showup led to an improved tradeoff
between culprit and innocent identifications. I also assessed whether a tradeoff improvement was
more pronounced under poor witnessing conditions. In fact, focusing only on those participants
that had a clear view, culprit identifications decreased by 10% with the inclusion of an opt-out
option (from 58% to 48%), but false identifications decreased by only 1% (from 15% to 14%).
And, for those who had a degraded view, there was a promising 9% drop in false identifications
(from 23% to 14%) but there was also a remarkable 16% decrease in correct identifications
(from 31% to 15%). Thus, the main hypothesis of this experiment was not supported. Strangely,
participants chose to opt out more frequently when faced with a showup that contained the
culprit, which was contrary to my second hypothesis. Intuition suggests that witnesses should
have greater uncertainty when viewing a showup containing an innocent suspect to when
viewing a showup containing the culprit. To the extent that this is true, one would expect
witnesses viewing innocent suspects to use the not-sure option more frequently than witnesses
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viewing guilty suspects. However, this is merely based on intuition, and will take further
empirical research to assess when eyewitnesses generally tend to select opt-out options. As for
the confidence-accuracy relationship, the not-sure option removed more low-confidence
identifications than high-confidence identifications, as predicted. However, the not-sure option
did not improve the confidence-accuracy relationship to a greater extent under poor viewing
conditions than under good viewing conditions. Moreover, the accuracy of identifications made
at any given level of confidence also failed to increase.
Approximately 30% of witnesses chose to opt out when given the option, indicating that it
did indeed capture the state of mind of a large minority of witnesses. The opt-out option was also
used more frequently when participants were given a degraded view of the culprit, which
indicates that they were aware of the negative impact of poor witnessing conditions on their
memories. And, primarily low-confidence identifications, which are likely to be incorrect, were
removed by the not-sure option. Despite these positives, the present research is an instance where
including an opt-out option produced arguably worse performance than not including an opt-out
option.
These findings are surprising given the encouraging results of some previous research on
the efficacy of an opt out option for eyewitnesses. Weber and Perfect (2012) found that giving
participants an option to respond “I don’t know” to a lineup resulted in a significant decrease in
innocent-suspect identifications without a significant decrease in culprit identifications. It is also
surprising given the strong theoretical foundations for suspecting that such an option would
allow witnesses to strategically monitor and regulate their memory, and therefore make better
identification decisions (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996).
Perhaps the not-sure option does not always lead to a better tradeoff between culprit and
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innocent-suspect identifications. Or, perhaps the results from the present experiment are a false
negative. Maybe there are important, as of yet, unidentified moderators of the effectiveness of
the not-sure option. I will present a suggestion as to why the current experiment failed to
replicate past research showing the benefit of an opt-out option for eyewitnesses, followed by a
discussion of the not-sure option’s impact on confidence-accuracy relationship, and finally some
limitations of the experiment and future directions for research.
Low Innocent-Suspect Identification Rate
There is little-to-no evidence from the present experiment that the presence of an explicit
not-sure option improves eyewitness identification performance. Beyond the possibility that the
not-sure effect does not typically improve the tradeoff between culprit and innocent-suspect
identifications, there are potential moderators that might explain the discrepancy between the
current results and those of Weber and Perfect's (2012). One such potential moderator is the
innocent-suspect identification rate. In order to observe a substantial reduction in the innocentsuspect identification rate, there has to be a sufficiently high rate of innocent-suspect picks to
begin with. Weber and Perfect (2012) obtained an innocent-suspect identification rate of around
30% for their control condition, which is quite typical for a showup procedure (Eisen et al.,
2017; Smith et al., 2017). To the contrary, in the present experiment, the control clear-view
condition had an innocent-suspect identification rate of only 15%. It would be difficult to reduce
the rate of innocent-suspect identifications much more than that. And, in the degraded-view
condition, there was some reduction in the innocent-suspect identification rate (from 23% to
14%), but that still might not have been high enough to start with to get the type of improvement
that Weber and Perfect (2012) obtained. So, the relatively low innocent-suspect identification
rate in the present study is one possible explanation for the discrepancy between the present
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results and those of Weber and Perfect (2012). I am not implying that if the innocent-suspect
identification rate had been high enough, the not-sure option would have certainly been effective
at reducing it. However, if any benefit of the not-sure option is to be seen, the innocent-suspect
rate must have room to decrease.
Confidence-Accuracy Association
The presence of an opt-out option reduced low-confidence identifications to a greater
extent than high-confidence identifications, as predicted. This makes intuitive sense because
witnesses who are highly confident that the suspect is the culprit would not gravitate towards a
response option that represents uncertainty. However, there is some evidence that highconfidence identifications are highly indicative of accuracy (Brewer & Wells, 2006; Wixted &
Wells, 2017). So, it is surprising that although the presence of an opt-out option removed lowconfidence identifications, identification performance did not improve. If the opt-out option was
siphoning out low-confidence witnesses, who are likely to be incorrect, then what should remain
is a higher proportion of accurate identifications. So, it is still somewhat unclear what effect an
opt-out option has on the confidence-accuracy relationship (if any), and how that relationship
relates to performance.
Inspection of the CAC curves for choosers revealed that high-confidence identifications
from degraded encoding conditions were nearly as accurate as high-confidence identifications
from clear encoding conditions. This fits with some recent research that found that poor viewing
conditions negatively impact identification performance but not the reliability of high-confidence
identifications (Palmer, Brewer, Weber, & Nagesh, 2013; Semmler et al., 2018). Nevertheless,
high-confidence identifications were only moderately accurate, relative to what researchers
typically mean by high accuracy (over 90%) under both degraded and clear encoding conditions.
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Degraded-view high-confidence accuracy only reached 83%, and clear-view high-confidence
accuracy reached only 85%.
Limitations and Future Directions
One limitation of the present study is that it was conducted entirely online, with no direct
experimenter oversight. Despite the fact that many eyewitness studies – and psychology studies
in general – are conducted in this manner, there is no way to completely verify that participants
were paying attention and internalizing the instructions. There is also no way to completely
ensure that they were invested in making correct decisions. Given that the premise of this
experiment relies on the theory that people are able, willing, and motivated to strategically
regulate and monitor their memories, it is important that the conditions of this experiment mirror
the real-world experience of eyewitnesses as much as possible. However, I employed several
techniques to ensure the data was of good quality, such as an attention check, as well as requiring
participants to acknowledge their understanding of the instructions and agree to follow them
before moving forward with each phase of the experiment. Future studies could replicate this
experiment in a laboratory context to alleviate some of these concerns.
Another potential limitation of the present study is that no instructions that directed the
participant on how best to use the not-sure option were provided, besides informing participants
that if they were not sure then they should select the option. It could be that eyewitnesses are not
able to use the opt-out option most effectively when left to their own devices. Despite strong
theoretical and empirical reasons to expect good memory monitoring and control (Koriat &
Goldsmith, 1996; Weber & Perfect, 2012), perhaps eyewitnesses need more guidance on how to
best examine their memory. Because research on an opt-out option is relatively nascent in the
eyewitness context, I wanted to see how participants would use the not-sure option in the
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absence of any explicit instructions. A large portion of participants did opt out, (~30%),
suggesting that a not-sure option does indeed capture the state of mind of a large minority of
eyewitnesses that was previously neglected.
However, future research should consider providing instructions about how to use the
not-sure option appropriately. To help avoid a rise in the decision criterion for witnesses who
view a culprit-present identification procedure, perhaps a statement could be included such as,
“if you have a strong, immediate feeling of recognition when viewing the person, you should
select YES. If it takes you a long time or if you are having a lot of difficulty determining whether
the person is the culprit, select NO or NOT SURE”. This type of instruction may give witnesses
the best chance to make correct identifications while still alerting them that they have the option
to back out or make a rejection.
There are a multitude of instruction options that could be included depending on how
conservative the procedure is meant to be. For example, telling participants to select the not-sure
option if they are less than 80% or 90% confident in their identification or rejection decision.
This would most likely result in a low culprit identification rate, but also a very low innocentsuspect identification rate, producing a good tradeoff. There is some convincing evidence that
high-confidence identifications are likely to be highly reliable, so this instruction in combination
with an opt-out option could help ensure that only the best-quality identifications are being made
(Wixted & Wells, 2017).
Another future direction for research is to examine how an opt-out option interacts with
biased and unbiased instructions. Biased instructions tend to guide the witness towards making
an identification from both culprit-present and culprit-absent lineups (Clark, 2005; Steblay,
1997). However, a not-sure option may reduce the high innocent-suspect identification rate
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caused by biased instructions by giving witnesses an “out”. For instance, if the witness does not
have a strong match-to-memory experience due to being in a culprit-absent condition, but feels
pressure to identify the suspect due to biased instructions, the not-sure option may provide an
appealing alternative to an outright rejection. There are also likely to be more innocent-suspect
picks from biased instructions, which would give the not-sure option enough room to reduce
them. For these reasons, the not-sure option may prove effective at improving the tradeoff
between culprit and innocent-suspect identifications when the procedure also has biased
instructions.
In any case, combining an opt-out option with different procedure instructions could help
clarify the conditions under which such an option is most advantageous. Future research should
try and determine why witnesses seem to opt out more frequently in situations where they should
be making identifications, like when the culprit is present. Instructions around the proper use of
an opt-out option could be useful to help improve the strategic regulation of eyewitness memory.
More research should also be conducted to generalize the effect of an opt-out option across more
estimator variables and identification procedure formats.
Conclusion
The present experiment demonstrates that the inclusion of an explicit opt-out option for
an eyewitness showup does not necessarily improve the tradeoff between culprit and innocentsuspect identifications. Regardless of whether viewing conditions were clear or degraded, the
presence of an option to respond ‘not sure’ decreased both culprit and innocent-suspect
identifications. This was despite some evidence from the basic recognition memory literature and
the eyewitness context that supports the inclusion of an explicit opt-out option (Koriat &
Goldsmith, 1996; Weber & Perfect, 2012). Unmistakeably, there is now evidence from the
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present research that the implementation of an opt-out option may have potential drawbacks.
Nevertheless, the inclusion of an explicit opt-out option is being promoted in the most recent
white paper commissioned by the American Psychology-Law Society on the implementation of
eyewitness procedures (Wells et al., forthcoming). Given the present results, it is unclear how
beneficial explicit opt-out options will ultimately prove to be.
However, there may be a silver lining to be gleaned from the current experiment that
justifies the recommendation, or at least future research on opt-out options. Participants opted
out more frequently when they had worse witnessing conditions, indicating some metamemorial
awareness of the impact of that view on their memory quality. Also, the fact that the not-sure
option decreased primarily low-confidence identifications is quite promising. Recall Jennifer
Thompson’s mistaken identification of Ronald Cotton. Jennifer was a low-confidence witness–
she took a long time to make her decision, wavered between lineup members, and was
susceptible to bias from the lineup administrator. Low-confidence witnesses are associated with
lower levels of decision accuracy, so an opt-out option should tend to increase accuracy (Brewer
& Wells, 2006). It is not clear why this did not happen in the current study. However, the fact
that the not-sure option functioned as predicted by siphoning out low-confidence responses does
justify further research that fully explores the impact of opt-out options for eyewitnesses.
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Appendix A
Recruitment Notice
Study Name: Decision-Making About New Faces
Description: In the present experiment, you will be asked to make judgments about faces and
unscramble some words. We are examining memory and decision-making within this context.
You can expect to view a short video, view photos of faces, complete some short questionnaires
and a word unscrambling task. Your small but valuable contribution of time will advance the
science in this area. We are looking for participants to take part in a study conducted on Qualtrics
that will take less than 15 minutes to complete.
Eligibility Requirements: We are looking for English speakers with good or corrected vision
(with soft contact lenses). The study must be completed on a computer or tablet (not a mobile
device). You must have access to an internet browser other than Google Chrome or Safari
in order to participate in this study. If you use either of these browsers, you will not be able
to complete the study.
Risks: You may view a video where there is a gun present and pointed in the direction of the
camera. No shots are fired, and no other forms of violence are depicted. If you think this may be
uncomfortable for you, please do not participate in this study. There are no physical risks
associated with this study.
Duration and Locale: The study will take place online via Qualtrics online survey software.
Compensation: In exchange for your participation in this experiment, you will receive $1 as
compensation deposited into your MTurk account.
Researchers: Andrew Smith (Principal Investigator); Shaela Jalava (MA Student)
Email: AndrewMSmith@cmail.carleton.ca, shaelajalava@cmail.carleton.ca
This study has received clearance by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board (B)
(Clearance #109732).
If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact Dr. Bernadette Campbell, Chair,
Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (by phone at 613-520-2600 ext. 4085 or via email
at ethics@carleton.ca). For all other questions about the study, please contact the researchers.
____________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Informed Consent Form
Name and Contact Information of Researchers:
Dr. Andrew Smith, Carleton University, Department of Psychology
Email: andrewm.smith@cmail.carleton.ca
Shaela Jalava, Carleton University, Department of Psychology
Email: shaelajalava@cmail.carleton.ca
Project Title
Decision-Making About New Faces
Project Sponsor and Funder (if any)
This study is funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council.
Carleton University Project Clearance
Clearance:
109732

Date of Clearance: November 12, 2018

Invitation
You are invited to take part in a research project because you are registered for Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. The information in this form is intended to help you understand what we are
asking of you so that you can decide whether you agree to participate in this study. Your
participation in this study is voluntary, and a decision not to participate will not be used against
you in any way. As you read this form, and decide whether to participate, please ask all the
questions you might have, take whatever time you need, and consult with others as you wish.
What is the purpose of the study?
The purpose of this study is to examine how people make judgments of new faces they haven’t
seen before.
What will I be asked to do?
If you agree to take part in the study, we will ask you to:
- Watch a short video
- Answer some demographic questions
- Do a word-unscrambling task
- Make decisions about some faces
- The study will last approximately 15 minutes, ending with a debriefing form
Risks and Inconveniences
You may view a video where there is a gun present and pointed in the direction of the camera.
No shots are fired, and no other forms of violence are depicted. If you think this may be
uncomfortable for you, please do not participate in this study. There are no physical risks
associated with this study.
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Possible Benefits
You may not receive any direct benefit from your participation in this study. However, your
participation may allow researchers to better understand the processes underlying human
decision-making.
Compensation/Incentives
In exchange for your participation in this experiment, you will receive $1 as compensation
deposited into your MTurk account.
No waiver of your rights
By signing this form, you are not waiving any rights or releasing the researchers from any
liability.
Withdrawing from the study
If you wish to withdraw from this study, you must withdraw your consent during the course of
the study by closing the browser window. After the study is completed, there will be no way to
tie your identity to your responses, and so you will not be able to withdraw from the study after it
is completed. All information collected from you before your withdrawal will be discarded if and
only if you withdraw before completion. You will not receive compensation if you wish to
withdraw early.
Confidentiality
The data collected in this study will be anonymous at the outset because compensation is granted
automatically through a unique code that you will receive upon completion. The data will be
stored and protected by Qualtrics in a server in Toronto, ON, Canada, but may be disclosed via
court order or data breach. The data from this study may eventually be published in an academic
outlet and will be posted in an online repository for other researchers who may also wish to
analyze these data. However, nobody will be able to determine who participated in this
experiment nor will anybody be able to connect participants to their responses.
We will treat your personal information as confidential, although absolute privacy cannot be
guaranteed. No information that discloses your identity will be released or published without
your specific consent. Research records may be accessed by the Carleton University Research
Ethics Board in order to ensure continuing ethics compliance. All data, including coded
information, will be kept in a password-protected file on a secure computer. We will password
protect any research data that we store or transfer.
Data Retention
After the study is completed, your de-identified data will be retained for future research use.
New information during the study
In the event that any changes could affect your decision to continue participating in this study,
you will be promptly informed.
Ethics review
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This project was reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board [B]. If
you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact Dr. Bernadette Campbell, Chair,
Carleton University Research Ethics Board (by phone at 613-520-2600 ext. 4085 or by email at
ethics@carleton.ca).
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Appendix C
Demographic Questions
General demographic information
1. Please indicate your ethnic background
a. American Indian or Alaska Native
b. Asian
c. Black or African American
d. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
e. Hispanic or Latino/Latina
f. White or Caucasian
Other (Specify)
2. Please indicate your age using the slider below (NB. Participants responded by using the
slider provided on the computer screen to indicate their age.)
3. Please indicate your gender
a. Female
b. Male
c. Other
Video Description
The simulated crime video used in the study depicts a man facing the camera holding a gun. The
gun is pointed towards the camera, and it obscures the man’s face slightly. The man then states,
“It’s only money, hand it over and no one has to get hurt”. The man’s face is in view for
approximately 5 seconds. The poor view condition used exactly the same video, with the
brightness and contrast altered to approximate viewing the crime in overexposed lighting.
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Appendix D
Retrospective Questionnaire
1. How good of a view did you get of the culprit? 1 (very poor) to 7 (very good)
2. How long would you estimate that the culprit’s face was in view during the encoding video? 1
(very little time) to 7 (quite a bit of time)
3. How well were you able to make out specific features of the culprit’s face from the video? 1
(not at all) to 7 (very well)
4. How far away was the culprit? 1 (not far) to 7 (very far)
5. How good was the lighting? 1 (not good) to 7 (very good)
6. How much attention were you paying to the culprit’s face while viewing the video? 1 (none)
to 7 (my total attention)
7. How easy or difficult was it for you to figure out whether the culprit was present in the photo?
1 (I needed almost no time to figure this out) to 7 (I had to look at the photo for a very long time
to figure this out)
8. Generally, how good is your recognition memory for the faces of strangers you have
encountered on only one prior occasion? 1 (very poor) to 7 (excellent)
9. How clear is the image you have in your memory of the culprit you saw in the video? 1 (not at
all clear) to 7 (very clear)
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Appendix E
Debriefing Form
Name and Contact Information of Researchers:
Dr. Andrew Smith, Carleton University, Department of Psychology
Email: andrewm.smith@cmail.carleton.ca
Shaela Jalava, Carleton University, Department of Psychology
Email: shaelajalava@cmail.carleton.ca
Project Title
Decision-Making About New Faces
Project Sponsor and Funder (if any)
This study is funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
Carleton University Project Clearance
Clearance #: 109732
Date of Clearance: November 12, 2018
What are we trying to learn in this research?
This research examines whether the inclusion of an option to opt out of making a decision about
an eyewitness identification task (by responding “not sure”) can help reduce the rate of false
identifications. You viewed a video of a staged crime, receiving either a good or a poor view of
the culprit. We are interested in whether those who saw a poor view of the culprit will use the
not-sure option more often than those who received a good view of the culprit. If participants
who were likely to make a false identification instead used the not-sure option, then this research
will help make eyewitness identification procedures more accurate. The word-unscrambling task
was merely a distractor and is not important to the goals of the experiment.
Why is this important to scientists or the general public?
Eyewitness identifications are a crucial component of a criminal investigation. Eyewitnesses
usually think of an identification task as having two response options– choose to identify a
suspect or choose to not identify a suspect. However, research shows that giving eyewitnesses
the option to opt out of responding altogether can decrease the rate of false identifications
without a cost to correct identifications. This research can help improve the accuracy eyewitness
procedures and therefore safeguard the integrity of the criminal justice system.
What are our hypotheses and predictions?
We predict that those participants who were given a poor view of the culprit are more likely to
falsely identify a suspect due to having a relatively worse memory of the culprit than those who
were given a good view. Therefore, the not-sure option should be more useful for those who
were given a poor view, and therefore be used more often by those participants.
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Where can I learn more?
Is there anything I can do if I found this experiment to be emotionally upsetting? Yes. If you feel
any distress or anxiety after participating in this study, please feel free to contact the Carleton
University Health and Counseling Services at: 613-520-6674, or the Distress Centre of Ottawa
and Region at 613-238-3311 (http://www.dcottawa.on.ca).
What if I have questions later?
If you have any remaining concerns, questions, or comments about the experiment, please feel
free to contact Dr. Andrew Smith (Principal Investigator), at: andrewM.smith@cmail.carleton.ca
(613-520-2600), or Shaela Jalava (MA Student), at: shaelajalava@cmail.carleton.ca (613-5202600).
If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact Dr. Bernadette Campbell, Chair,
Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (by phone at 613-520-2600 ext. 4085 or via email
at ethics@carleton.ca).
Thank you for participating in this research!
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Supplemental Material
Hypothetical Responses
I asked those participants who opted out of making an identification from the showup
what response option they would have selected had they not been given the option to opt out. I
also asked them to indicate their confidence in that hypothetical decision. The average
confidence level was 45.08%. The response percentages of the hypothetical decisions separated
by quality of view and culprit presence are displayed in Table 6. It seems that the not-sure option
siphoned away primarily low-confidence responses and roughly equal percentages of correct and
incorrect decisions. The fact that many correct decisions were removed by the not-sure option
potentially contributed to its failure to improve the tradeoff between culprit and innocent-suspect
identifications. However, these responses were purely hypothetical; there can be no guarantee
that these participants would have made these choices had they been in the control condition.
Nonetheless, these responses give some indication as to what types of responses the not-sure
option removed.
Table 6
Hypothetical Response Percentages as a Function of View Quality and Culprit Presence
View Quality
Clear

Degraded

Response
Option

Culprit
Present

Culprit
Absent

Culprit
Present

Culprit
Absent

Yes

56% (61)

45% (42)

41% (111)

37% (93)

No

44% (61)

54% (42)

59% (111)

63% (93)

Note. Hypothetical responses from those who initially opted out of the showup, N = 307.
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Deviation from Perfect Performance Analysis
I also wanted to examine the ROC curves for only eyewitnesses who identified the
suspect. Specifically, I wanted to examine the impact of the not-sure option collapsed over the
two viewing conditions. Accordingly, I followed the recommendations of Smith et al. (2018) and
used Deviation from Perfect Performance (DPP) to make these comparisons.
The equation for determining DPP is defined as:
DPP(c) = [1 –Culprit(c)] + [Innocent(c)]
where Culprit(c) is equal to the culprit identification rate at a given point on the ROC curve, and
Innocent(c) is equal to the innocent-suspect identification rate at the same point on the ROC
curve. An index of deviation from perfect performance for a given procedure– that is
independent of expressed level of witness confidence– can be computed by calculating DPP for
every ROC point and taking the average. To the extent that the DPP value is greater than 0, the
procedure deviates from perfect performance. DPP is conceptually similar to pAUC, but it is not
constrained to any particular region of the ROC space. Much like comparing the difference
between two pAUC values to determine which procedure has better utility, comparisons can be
made between two DPP values. Like all utility-based analyses, DPP requires researchers to
explicate their assumptions about the relative costs of different decision errors and underlying
base rates. I examined DPP for all combinations of three different cost ratios (innocent suspect
identifications are 1x, 2x, or 10x more costly than culprit identifications) and three different
underlying base rates of culprit presence (.25, .50, .75).
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Table 7
Deviation from Perfect Performance as a Function of Base Rates and Cost Ratios for Response
Option Condition
Response Option
Base Rate
0.25

0.50

0.75

Cost Ratio
1:1
2:1
10:1

95% CI

Control
.53
.98
4.57

Not Sure
.57
1.07
5.12

LL
-.004
.01
.11

UL
.08
.19
.96

1:1
2:1
10:1

.45
.75
3.15

.46
.80
3.49

-.03
-.02
.05

.04
.10
.63

1:1
2:1

.38
.53
1.73

.35
.52
1.87

-.06
-.05
-.01

.003
.03
.28

10:1

Note. The base rate refers to the probability that the culprit is present. Cost ratio has the same
meaning as subjective utilities and in this case refers to how much more costly innocent suspect
identifications are relative to missed culprit identifications (1:1 = equally as costly, 2:1 = twice
as costly, 10:1 = 10 times more costly). The 95% CI refers to the 95% confidence interval of the
difference between two DPP values. A significant difference between two DPP values is
evidenced by a confidence interval that does not overlap zero. Bolded rows indicate significant
differences between DPP values.
Table 4 displays DPP for response option condition by three different cost ratios and
three different base rates of culprit presence. When the base rate is .75, the control and not-sure
option conditions would produce roughly the same identification performance. When the base
rate is .50, the control and not-sure response option conditions would produce roughly the same
identification performance except when the cost of an innocent-suspect identification is 10 times
more costly than a missed culprit identification. When the cost ratio is 10:1, the not-sure option
would produce worse performance than the control condition. Finally, when the base rate is .25
and the cost of an innocent-suspect identification is two or 10 times more costly than a missed
culprit identification, the not-sure option would produce worse performance than the control
condition. Taken together, the findings suggest that when the base rate of culprit presence is .50
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or lower and when the cost of an innocent-suspect identification is considered to be more costly
than a missed culprit identification, including an opt-out option may actually be more detrimental
to identification performance than not including an opt-out option.
Retrospective Questionnaire
One of the most interesting findings to come out of the research on the post-identification
feedback effect is that witnesses’ perceptions about their encoding experience can be influenced
by external factors. Wells and Bradfield (1998; 1999) demonstrated that participants who were
given confirmatory feedback after making an identification from a lineup reported that they had
paid more attention to the simulated crime, had a better view of the culprit, and could better
make out the details of the culprit’s face – even though all participants had viewed the same
video. Relatedly, Bradfield et al. (2002) showed that the distortive effect of confirmatory
feedback on witnesses’ retrospective experience is stronger for those who made an identification
from a culprit-absent lineup compared to those who made an identification from a culprit-present
lineup.
I wanted to see if the same pattern emerged from the responses to our retrospective
questionnaire, even in the absence of confirmatory feedback. Although this analysis is
exploratory, there is some a priori reason to suspect that participants who falsely identify will
misattribute the difficulty they experience at the time of testing to having had worse conditions at
the time of encoding, when compared to participants who do not falsely identify. Indeed, if
participants who falsely identified had correctly attributed the difficulty they experienced to the
fact that the culprit was not present in the lineup/showup, then they would have correctly
rejected.
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To test this hypothesis, I ran a series of independent-samples t-tests comparing the mean
response for each question for participants who were randomly assigned to a culprit-present
showup to the mean responses for participants who were randomly assigned to a culprit-absent
showup. I conducted separate comparisons for choosers and non-choosers. When examining
choosers only, compared to participants in a culprit-present condition, participants in a culpritabsent condition reported that (1) they had had a worse view of the culprit at encoding, (2) they
were less able to make out specific features of the culprit’s face, (3) the lighting quality was
worse, (4) it was harder to make an identification decision, and (5) they had a less clear image of
the culprit in their head. No significant differences were found between the mean responses on
the questions regarding how long the culprit’s face was in view, the distance of the culprit, how
much attention was paid to the video, or how good participants’ memory is for faces they have
seen on one prior occasion. These comparisons confirm that participants who made an
identification when they should have rejected the showup report a relatively worse encoding
experience and more task difficulty than those who made a correct identification.
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Table 8
Comparisons of Mean Responses on the Retrospective Questionnaire for Choosers
Measure
View Time Details Distance Lighting Attention
Ease of
Memory Image
of
face of face
from
quality to video decision(i)
for
in
culprit visible
culprit(i)
faces
memory

Culprit
Presence
Present

Absent

M

4.33

SD

5.08
1.65

2.28

1.91

4.42
1.61

M
SD

5.76

1.19

4.60
1.98

4.18

3.99

1.65

1.92

4.56

1.22

3.59
1.73

1.47

4.69
1.49

3.79

2.43

3.49

5.65

4.46

4.33

4.23

1.46

1.25

2.25

1.39

1.42

1.38

1.49

Note. Choosers. Higher scores on a measure indicate relatively more ideal conditions (e.g., the
culprit’s face was in view for a longer amount of time). The subscript (i) on a measure indicates
the reverse interpretation, with lower scores indicating more ideal conditions, (e.g., the culprit
was a shorter distance from the camera). Columns in which the values are bolded indicate
significant mean differences between the culprit-present and culprit-absent conditions.
Next, I wanted to examine non-choosers responses to see if the same pattern would
emerge for incorrect rejecters. That is, for participants who should have made an identification
but instead incorrectly rejected the showup, did they also report having had a worse encoding
experience and increased task difficulty? When examining non-choosers only, compared to
participants in a culprit-absent condition, participants in a culprit-present condition reported that
(1) they had had a worse view of the culprit at encoding, (2) the culprit’s face was in view for
less time, (3) they were less able to make out specific features of the culprit’s face, (4) the
lighting quality was worse, (5) they paid less attention to the video, (6) it was harder to make an
identification decision, and (7) they had a worse image of the culprit in their memory. No
significant differences were found for the questions regarding the distance of the culprit, and
participants’ memory for faces in general. Taken together, these results suggest that participants
who made incorrect decisions have a more distorted view of the witnessing experience than did
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participants who made correct decisions. And, it seems that this distorted impression of the
witnessing experience is still present even in the absence of confirmatory feedback. It must be
noted, however, that these analyses were purely exploratory.
Table 9
Comparisons of Mean Responses on the Retrospective Questionnaire for Non-Choosers
Measure
View Time Details Distance Lighting Attention
Ease of
Memory Image
of
face of face
from
quality to video decision(i)
for
in
culprit visible
culprit(i)
faces
memory

Culprit
Presence
Present

Absent

M

3.81
1.98

3.17
1.56

2.39

SD

3.60
1.90

5.39
1.55

4.42
1.75

4.03

1.17

3.14
2.15

1.63

3.64
1.66

M

4.19

4.12

3.71

2.35

3.92

5.60

3.93

4.06

4.01

SD

2.01

1.91

1.67

1.15

2.28

1.41

1.79

1.56

1.65

Note. Non-choosers (rejected or opted out). Higher scores on a measure indicate relatively more
ideal conditions (e.g., the culprit’s face was in view for a longer amount of time). The subscript
(i) on a measure indicates the reverse interpretation, with lower scores indicating more ideal
conditions, (e.g., the culprit was a shorter distance from the camera). Columns in which the
values are bolded indicate significant mean differences between the culprit-present and culpritabsent conditions.

